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1 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: But is it also

2 consistent with 1.1?

3 MEMBER SHACK: No, 1.1 is wrong.

4 MR. MITCHELL: 1.1 is wrong.

5 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And then why is 1.1

6 wrong?

7 MEMBER SHACK: Because they pretend that

8 the 60 degrees is margin. If we could get margin

9 that way, we would just add 120 degrees, and we

10 could walk out of here real fast. It would be more

11 conservative and everybody could meet it. It is

12 just wrong, and just forget it.

13 MEMBER WALLIS: The 60 degrees cannot be

14 justified, but the 56 degrees, which is the margin

15 in 1.99, is put on because of uncertainties. So you

16 calculate your RTNDT and then you add 56 degrees for

17 uncertainties.

18 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: In your

19 calculation, or in your --

20 MEMBER WALLIS: In the calculation, and

21 then it is all taken away again by the 60 degrees.

22 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Right.

23 MR. MITCHELL: In the calculation of

24 RTPTS, the actual material property value for a

25 licensee's vessel, Dr. Wallis is correct that
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1 nominally it is about 56. There are some nuances in

2 the reg guide which allow margin terms to be -- the

3 so-called margin term to be modified, but nominally

4 correct.

5 And it was believed that was

6 sufficiently close to the 60 that was added to the

7 other side of the equation, the 210 plus 60 to

8 arrive at 270, and that it was essentially

9 equivalent.

10 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Do you at least

11 agree that this is an odd way of doing business?

12 MR. MITCHELL: Absolutely. Without

13 doubt, and we would certainly hope that as a result

14 of any changes to the regulations which might result

15 from the work that the Office of Research has done

16 that we can clarify it and make it much more

17 simpler, and much more straightforward.

18 CHAIRMAN BONACA: I hope that the

19 licensee will who submit this data for license

20 renewal will understand the nuances of all this, and

21 do the proper numbers compared to the right numbers.

22 MR. HACKETT: I think they are painfully

23 aware of that and have been for a long time, as I

24 completely concur with Matt, and it is confusing,

25 and it is a construct that we are hoping to be able
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1 to improve upon.

2 However, as we go through, we see that

3 we have some more complexity to add before we get

4 there. At any rate the first one out of the box

5 that got tested for this -- and of course the

6 committee probably remembers this, or maybe certain

7 members maybe do with Yankee Rowe, which tripped the

8 screening criteria and got into the Reg Guide 1.154

9 analysis --

10 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: I can't wait to

11 make a copy of this and give it to Andy Kadac at

12 MIT.

13 MR. HACKETT: The plant attempted to

14 make this case with the NRC and one of their

15 problems in doing that is that they felt that the

16 guidance was not clear is probably an understatement

17 in 1.154 and it led to a fairly protracted debate

18 with the NRC staff which ultimately ended up in the

19 shut down of Yankee Rowe.

20 They decided that they were not going to

21 be able to prosecute that case effectively because

22 of the lack of clarify of the guidance. The upshot

23 for this presentation is that because of that, as

24 part of the NRC's lessons learned activities, the

25 Commission directed the staff to address this in
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1 1991.

2 Here we are over 12 years later trying

3 to still do that effectively, but sometimes these

4 things take that long. In terms of other

5 motivations, that is one primary motivation. Other

6 motivations are listed here in terms of technical

7 improvements that have been made over many years.

8 This is a slide that I know that we

9 shared with the committee, and we spent a lot of

10 time on this yesterday. We have been asked about

11 the magnitude of these arrows.

12 The green arrows are 'indicating where

13 you might expect improvement, and the red arrows

14 are cases where we might have actually seen things

15 that have acted in a non-conservative manner.

16 With the ultimate or the bottom line

17 here being that we are looking at something that is

18 pointing towards burden reduction and an extension

19 of the screening criteria.

20 But in terms of that magnitude, a couple

21 of things on here I think -- and the team can

22 correct me if I am wrong here, but I think we are

23 seeing a fairly large down arrow on more refined

24 binning in the use of the probabilistic risk

25 assessment methodology.
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1 And in particular in probabilistic

2 fracture mechanics, we have a significant

3 conservative bias that has been eliminated in the

4 model, and which I will talk a bit more about later,

5 because it unfortunately gets back to RTNDT and a

6 new version of RTNDT.

7 MEMBER WALLIS: Yes, but it is a bias of

8 -- well, it is something like a hundred degrees,

9 compared with all the arguments that we have had

10 previously about maybe 60 degrees. So it overwhelms

11 that 60 degrees right there.

12 MR. HACKETT: It does. It does. There

13 is also spatial variations in the fluence, and maybe

14 somewhere between these two the flaw distribution is

15 a major element for the material aspects of this

16 task, in that when it was done previously in 82.465,

17 it was a Marshall distribution that was used, which

18 came from the U.K., and wa the best that folks could

19 do at that time, but it didn't actually involve

20 looking at flaws from reactor vessels for the most

21 part.

22 We have been able to do a lot of work in

23 that area since most of it has been sponsored by the

24 NRC, and it has really shown as a bottom line that

25 we see flaws in vessel welds, but they are very
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1 small and largely do not participate as being

2 problematic in a PTS transient.

3 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: And if I highlight

4 the bottom red arrow, because that changes the whole

5 reason why meeting a large break LOCA is considered,

6 because that changes the whole reason why certain

7 sequences are important, the fact that we have added

8 that.

9 Whereas, the original analysis back in

10 the '80s did not include medium and large LOCAs, and

11 we talked to the subcommittee at length about that.

12 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: They ignored them

13 or they lumped them?

14 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: Basically, they

15 ignored them.

16 MEMBER ROSEN: I thought what you told

17 us was that you thought this was an undercooling

18 transient driven process, and undercooling because

19 of what happened in the secondary side, and is not a

20 primary side issue.

21 MEMBER WALLIS: They thought that the

22 pressure vessel needs to be the pressure from a PTS

23 event, rather than just pure thermal shock, and then

24 they realized that the pure thermal shock could be

25 significant and so LOCAs had to be considered.
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1 Once the vessel is depressurized it is

2 no longer under stress from the pressure, but you

3 can still have thermal shock.

4 MEMBER ROSEN: All right. So at the end

5 of the day what you find out is that this

6 pressurized thermal shock problem is really a little

7 pea-big pea shock problem. Little pressure, large

8 thermal stresses, and that is what you worry about.

9 MR. HACKETT: That is what we are seeing

10 now, and indeed Terry Dickson went back and ran an

11 older version of the code that was applicable at

12 around the time of Yankee Row, and it was exactly

13 that. These just were not addressed previously, and

14 when you do address them, even with the older

15 version of the code, it looks like that has always

16 been the case. That it is much more of a thermal

17 driven --

18 MEMBER ROSEN: With that understanding,

19 George says that is why large LOCAs are important,

20 because those are depressurized events.

21 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes.

22 MEMBER ROSEN: And before we didn't

23 think that was important to this problem.

24 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Okay.

25 MEMBER ROSEN: Because they were not
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1 pressurized, and as it turns out it is the thermal

2 shock that is important.

3 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Are you going to

4 discuss the acts of commission that are considered?

5 I mean, did you quantify those things?

6 MEMBER ROSEN: We are prepared to

7 discuss that, and we could do that now, or we could

8 wait until the appropriate point. But Alan is

9 available to do that.

10 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: Yes, George, in this

11 shortened version, we don't have any specific slides

12 on that. But I guess at the appropriate point that

13 we could certainly address whatever --

14 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: What method should

15 you use to quantify those?

16 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: Well, as was

17 explained in previous presentations, the use of the

18 ATHEANA at least qualitatively was sort of the basis

19 behind all of the human errors that we analyzed,

20 whether they were errors of omission or errors of

21 co-mission.

22 And in terms of coming up with the

23 probabilities, again as we have explained before,

24 that was an expert elicitation process, and a very

25 systematic process, where we tried to figure out
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1 what are the issues that could effect this

2 particular error.

3 And through the expert elicitation

4 process, using people both at the utilities either

5 in a review role, or actually in a participation

6 role and in a collaborative arrangement as we did

7 with Palisades, we had trainers, EOP writers, actual

8 crew members, along with the NRC contractors,

9 essentially putting the HRA numbers --

10 MEMBER ROSEN: With due consideration of

11 the works of Apostolakis, et al?

12 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: Yes, absolutely.

13 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: I mean, it is a

14 side remark, but this morning also we had a

15 presentation on the accumulation of debris in the

16 sump, and they also considered human errors, and

17 they took upper bounds and the probabilities, and in

18 fact pretty high numbers.

19 And which now raises the question is

20 there really a need for the agency to develop a

21 model for human reliability performance, or human

22 reliability? I mean, people seem to be happy that

23 they are using what is available.

24 And in the power uprates, it is also

25 where people put numbers there, you know, and some
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1 of us objected, but I wonder whether it is worth

2 pursuing this anymore. If we manage to get an upper

3 bound, that is good enough. Maybe an expert opinion

4 elicitation is the answer.

5 MR. CUNNINGHAM: It may be, and I guess

6 I am not quite sure where you are going.

7 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Where I am going is

8 that we don't have a model, but yet people are

9 coming in here for important issues and nobody says

10 I cannot do this because there is no model.

11 Everybody does something and people seem to say

12 okay, that is reasonable.

13 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Well, we do have

14 models, and part of what we are doing now is trying

15 to be -- as Alan was talking about, in terms of the

16 quantification process, I am not sure you would say

17 that we have a model there.

18 But we are trying to take something and

19 make it more systematic if you will, and so you can

20 in a sense call it a model.

21 MEMBER ROSEN: I don't know if it is

22 called a model really. It is a method.

23 MR. CUNNINGHAM: It is a method.

24 MEMBER ROSEN: And Alan described it in

25 some detail for the subcommittee.
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1 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: But basically the

2 way that I understand it is that people are happy

3 that they have a description of the context, and

4 then you have a number of experts, and they tell you

5 what the number is.

6 MEMBER ROSEN: It is more complicated

7 than that, but yes.

8 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: It is always more

9 complicated.

10 MR. SIU: If I may, you know, clearly in

11 this project we tried to exercise with the tools

12 that we had, and we have some belief that the

13 results that we are getting are reasonable and

14 useful for the decision at hand.

15 It is not to say that improvements in

16 these tools won't lead to better decisions later on.

17 We just don't have such better tools at this point.

18 So I guess I would argue that we are not necessarily

19 at a state where we should be freezing development

20 on these methods and tools.

21 We always learn, and the project that

22 you see in front of you now, where HRA is just a

23 part, we have done a lot of work on fracture

24 mechanics, and we have done work on thermal-

25 hydraulics, and have done work on PRA and a
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1 culmination of all of that is for example, this

2 particular -- this is one product of such an

3 integrated process.

4 If we had said back in the '80s, well,

5 we can make decisions, and you have seen the tools

6 that we have now, and that is the current rule. So

7 now we are in a position to better that.

8 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Well, it is hard to

9 generalize. A lot of things were done

10 conservatively and so on, but it is a real issue,

11 and a major intellectual challenge to develop a

12 model that will give you the probability of time-

13 dependent human actions. So let's recognize that.

14 MR. SIU: Yes.

15 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: I mean, ATHEANA

16 tried, and it really didn't lead anywhere. I mean,

17 it did a lot of qualitative work, but not the

18 quantitative. And then at the same time we see the

19 staff coming here, and both of them do research at

20 NRR, and they seem to find reasonable things like

21 asking experts, and looking at upper-bounds, and so

22 on.

23 So it really makes you wonder whether it

24 is worth pursuing an HRA effort now. Maybe 10 years

25 from now, after again we find that a lot of things
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1 were wrong and very conservative, because I don't

2 know whether if we lead anywhere, and people do

3 things, but don't make them unhappy.

4 They don't make them happy, but they

5 don't make them unhappy.

6 MR. CUNNINGHAM: If we could go back to

7 the HRA program that we have got planned over the

8 next couple of years. I think we have talked to the

9 committee that one element of the expert elicitation

10 process is what kind of experimental information

11 could you provide on human performance insert

12 context.

13 And I think that is a big element of

14 what the staff is proposing, in terms of research,

15 and getting back to trying to collect more, if you

16 will, empirical evidence or experimental evidence,

17 to support an exert elicitation process.

18 MEMBER SHACK: We are sort of a quarter

19 of the way through, and so I think we had better

20 move on.

21 MR. HACKETT: I think I will just add

22 one final comment specific to this project in HRA.

23 One of the slides that we will come to is showing

24 that a lot of the risk is dominated by LOCA and then

25 the HRA is not a huge contributor in that regard.
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1 We can get into that further.

2 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Which LOCA is that?

3 MR. HACKETT: LOCAs in general.

4 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Really.

5 MR. HACKETT: We have got a slide on

6 that. Another motivation was the fact that to

7 quantify some plants are predicted to be close to

8 the screening criteria at EOL, and so sort of this

9 red band that Mark Kirk had here on the slide.

10 And, you know, starting out towards the

11 end of this decade that you are starting to see some

12 plants that are beginning to impact this criterion.

13 And so their interest level -- and our industry

14 colleagues are not here today by and large, but that

15 gets their interest level up pretty quickly when

16 they are starting to look at making cases for

17 license renewal man, many years in advance.

18 So that is another major motivator, and

19 also another major motivator --

20 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Let me understand.

21 Some plants close to the screening criterion?

22 MR. HACKETT: Right.

23 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And which ones are

24 these?

25 MR. HACKETT: Arbitrarily, what Mark did
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1 on this slide is that he is showing a band that is

2 within about 50 degrees of, say, the 270 or the 300

3 criterion.

4 And then basically what you are getting

5 towards are --

6 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Oh, this is from --

7 MR. HACKETT: Right, exactly. Exactly.

8 So the bottom line is that we are trying to show the

9 interest level, and I think we skipped over one.

10 No, not yet.

11 MEMBER POWERS: The more I think about

12 this, I didn't understand it at all. Could you

13 focus us here on at least that first one?

14 MR. HACKETT: Sure.

15 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: The previous one

16 you mean?

17 MEMBER POWERS: Yes.

18 MEMBER WALLIS: That is the simplest

19 slide he has got I think, is that one.

20 MR. HACKETT: Yes, really this is just

21 in simplicity, these are the number of degrees that

22 you are from the screening, and it should say

23 criterion. But from the 270 or the 300, and so it

24 is just showing you that there is a grouping of

25 plants here, especially when you are getting out
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1 towards where folks are considering license renewal,

2 where we are starting to get into increasing

3 numbers.

4 And not that anybody is in any

5 particular difficulty when they are 50 degrees away

6 from the limit. But it certainly is going to make -

7 -

8 MEMBER POWERS: But a lot of them are at

9 zero.

10 MEMBER WALLIS: Not at the end of the

11 license period or that time.

12 MR. HACKETT: At the end of the license.

13 There actually should be two.

14 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: What is the point

15 of showing the years there?

16 MEMBER WALLIS: That's when they get

17 there.

18 MR. HACKETT: That's just when they get

19 there. That is when they are predicted to get

20 there. This in particular would be Palisades, and I

21 believe that would likely to be Beaver Valley. I

22 can't say for sure, but this one is certainly

23 Palisades. They hit their criterion in 2011.

24 MEMBER POWERS: Who is the guy at 2035?

25 Is that --
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1 MR. CUNNINGHAM: At 2012, they would be

2 at -- they could not operate beyond --

3 MEMBER POWERS: He is in a world of

4 hurt.

5 MR. CUNNINGHAM: They could not operate

6 beyond 2012 because of the embrittlement of the

7 vessel under the current rules.

8 MR. HACKETT: That was another primary

9 motivation. And in terms of the scope of the

10 analysis --

11 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: That sounds kind of

12 funny to me, but why are you doing the work and not

13 them?

14 MR. HACKETT: Well, in the next slide,

15 we will come to that. They are indeed doing a lot

16 of work, and working with us on this. In terms of

17 the scope of the analysis, we have analyzed three

18 plans which would be Palisades, Beaver Valley, and

19 Oconee.

20 Two of those are among the most

21 embrittled at EOL,which would be Palisades and

22 Beaver Valley, and they are both in about a degree

23 of the screening limit at EOL.

24 We have all the PWR manufacturers

25 represented in two plants from the original study,
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1 and which would be Oconee and Beaver Valley, or

2 Oconee and Calvert Cliffs. I'm sorry.

3 And two plants close to the screening

4 criterion which I mentioned, and caveat this, you

5 know, as Mark has done before, and we said -- these

6 are all that we are aware of, when all significant

7 and potential initiating event sequences are

8 considered.

9 That is not to imply that there aren't

10 some that could be out there that we missed.

11 MEMBER ROSEN: We have spent a lot of

12 time talking about model uncertainty yesterday.

13 MR. HACKETT: Yes.

14 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And you will again.

15 MR. HACKETT: This is just to get to

16 Professor Apostolakis' point. The conduct of the

17 project has --

18 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And you will gather

19 facts and conclusions to report to the full

20 committee?

21 MEMBER WALLIS: We gathered estimates

22 and --

23 MEMBER POWERS: And idle speculation.

24 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: It seems to me that

25 if you want to form a peer review group, you are
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1 going to have a hell of a problem.

2 MR. HACKETT: We are working on that. I

3 agree, and we are working on that right now. That

4 is one of the slides that you will see that we will

5 get to, in terms of things that still need to be

6 done.

7 MEMBER POWERS: Let me assure the

8 committee that I have no idea what Sandia is doing

9 on this.

10 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes, I mean, you

11 are creating --

12 MEMBER POWERS: I have no idea what they

13 are doing.

14 MEMBER SHACK: I mean, who is the

15 cognizant Federal employee here?

16 DR. LARKINS: I guess I am.

17 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Yes, John Larkins is

18 the Cognizant Federal Employee.

19 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Well, maybe I

20 should -- can I talk to you?

21 DR. LARKINS: Sure.

22 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Not on the

23 transcript.

24 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Can we proceed.

25 MR. HACKETT: In addition, I will
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1 mention that this also does not indicate public

2 participation, but we have had some significant

3 participation from the public. At least not a lot

4 lately, but definitely some since then.

5 In terms of how the analysis is

6 conducted, there are two main components. There is

7 the estimation of the plant, which TWC stands for is

8 through wall cracking.

9 And then you compare that to an

10 acceptable frequency of through wall cracking, which

11 is what we spent one of the previous slides talking

12 about.

13 And this is how you get there, going through the

14 three major disciplines, from PRA event sequence

15 analysis, to combinations of those running through

16 the thermal hydraulics, and getting the inputs from

17 thermal hydraulics feeding into a probablistic

18 fraction mechanics assessment.

19 And that addresses the materials aspects

20 and things like flaw distribution. And what you get

21 coming out of all of this is a conditional

22 probability or yearly frequency of through wall

23 cracking. And that then you are going to compare

24 with the limit.

25 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And when you
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1 quantify uncertainties, don't you address them? I

2 mean, can you quantify uncertainties without

3 addressing them? Why do you say address, then

4 quantify?

5 MR. HACKETT: Okay. Address, then

6 quantify. No, in fact, maybe it should be written

7 that in a lot of cases that you can't get there.

8 The acceptance criterion, bottom line, is that we

9 feel, or at least the team feels, that we are

10 consistent with the Commission's safety goal policy

11 statement, the SRM that was issued after Yankee

12 Rowe, and in general the principles of Reg Guide

13 1.174.

14 And then the way that this thing pans

15 out for you is --

16 MEMBER WALLIS: Excuse me, but when you

17 say through wall cracking and vessel failure, that

18 means the same thing?

19 MR. HACKETT: That means the same thing,

20 reactor vessel failure frequency, or frequency of

21 through wall cracking, and that is going to get you

22 to the establishment of a limit and the comparison

23 with the curve for the material behavior.

24 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Without adding

25 anything to it?
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MR. HACKETT: Without adding anything

in. This part at least is just schematic, and so we

are not even going to get into whether degrees F, or

C, or RTNDT.

MEMBER WALLIS: But you are going to

define it in your report?

MR. HACKETT: It is defined in the

report, and obviously I think that is an area where

we are going to need to have some clarify.

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: When you say in

your report that your results indicate that you may

increase the screening limit by 80 --

MR. HACKETT: By 80 to 110 degrees.

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: You are referring

to the 270?

MR. HACKETT: That's right.

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: So that becomes

350?

MR. HACKETT: 350 to 380 or so.

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And calculated the

way the regulatory guide says?

MEMBER WALLIS: I don't think that is

true. No, that is not true.

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: So you have a new

method for the screening criterion, but the old
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1 method for developing your --

2 MR. HACKETT: Let me see if I can take a

3 crack at that, and we may be back in the same place

4 we were for --

5 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: It not a simple

6 deal.

7 MEMBER SHACK: Sure it is.

8 MR. HACKETT: All we are doing there is

9 that you will see a new metric for RTNDT, which we

10 will call an RTNDT star, and I will try to explain

11 that a little bit later how that compares with the

12 current criterion.

13 And so we are trying to compare apples

14 to apples and you are exactly right. We should try

15 80 to 110 degrees fahrenheit, and you are adding

16 that on to the screening criterion. So what was 270

17 becomes nominally 350 to 380.

18 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Okay. That is one

19 issue. But the other issue is that you are using a

20 more sophisticated methodology now to come up with a

21 screening criterion. Yet the licensee would be

22 using the old approach to come up with the RTNDT?

23 MR. HACKETT: i see your point.

24 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And compared to the

25 new screening criterion?
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1 MR. HACKETT: That was one of the things

2 that we addressed. The answer to that is really no.

3 They will be using an RTNDT based approach, and the

4 only thing they will have to adjust for is basically

5 going to be the weighting of this RTNDT for weld

6 type, and weld length, and fluence.

7 I will try and explain that a little bit

8 better. In practice, they won't have to do

9 anything. If we set the criterion out, all they

10 need to demonstrate is that they are that far back

11 from it, and there won't be any need for any plant

12 specific analysis.

13 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes, but the

14 question is how do you demonstrate?

15 MR. HACKETT: Well, the only change in -

16 -

17 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Is it from the old

18 approach?

19 MR. HACKETT: The only change in

20 regulatory space that they would need -- for

21 instance, here are a few things that they would need

22 to know. They would need to know details of the

23 fluence analysis for their vessel, and they will

24 need to know weld type and length that are limiting,

25 and they have that information now.
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1 So we are not imposing anything new in

2 regulatory space.

3 MEMBER ROSEN: They won't have to worry

4 about it until they are running out about 200 years

5 anyways.

6 MEMBER WALLIS: Well, that assumes that

7 all the statistical stuff that you are doing is

8 typical of all plants.

9 MR. HACKETT: Right. It is assuming a

10 generalization. That's right.

11 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: But the earlier

12 argument that it doesn't really matter that we honor

13 the 60 degrees, because there is a compensating

J 14 addition on the calculational side.

15 Now you are changing the screening

16 criteria and making it more realistic.

17 MR. HACKETT: No.

18 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Aren't you going to

19 touch the other one?

20 MEMBER SHACK: The screening limit

21 before and we will now make it 290, and we added 60

22 degrees to the 210 to get 270, and we will add 60

23 degrees to the 290 to get 350.

24 So you do the two exactly the same way,

25 just so you don't change anything that the licensee
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1 does. He will compute the number and exact --

2 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: So we are doing a

3 good analysis here, and then we will make it bad

4 based on the calculations?

5 MEMBER SHACK: No. Let's move on.

6 MEMBER WALLIS: This is all going to be

7 clear when they rewrite the report so that it is

8 clear. It all will be clear when they rewrite the

9 report so that these 6 or 7 RTNDTs are all very

10 clearly defined, and we know what is going on.

11 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And also when they

12 do page numbers. I was so scared on the plane

13 yesterday.

14 MR. CUNNINGHAM: If I can go back just a

15 second.

16 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes.

17 MR. CUNNINGHAM: We are proposing a

18 technical basis for a rule change.

19 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes.

20 MR. CUNNINGHAM: And the folks at NRR

21 will be looking at rule, as well as reg guide

22 changes, possible reg guide changes.

23 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Okay. All right.

24 That is a better answer.

25 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I don't want to commit
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1 Matt to saying that absolutely he is going to do

2 this or that, or whatever.

3 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes, sir?

4 MR. MITCHELL: Again, Matt Mitchell,

5 NRR. The only thing I would say is we will ensure

6 as we go forward with any proposed rule change that

7 the way that licensees would analyze the actual

8 material properties or vessel is completely

9 consistent with the basis upon which the screening

10 criteria is established.

11 I mean, that is incumbent in the way

12 that we would modify the rule. So weighted average

13 used -- and which I Ed is going to get to -- to try

14 to enumerate a screening criteria, weighted average,

15 for evaluating the vessel.

16 MR. HACKETT: What we are hoping is that

17 as a resource that a --

18 MEMBER WALLIS: Wait a minute. I'm

19 sorry. The present RTNDT is not a weighted average.

20 It is a bounding curve. So you are changing the

21 definition if you go to a weighted average. You

22 won't just be using the --

23 MEMBER SHACK: But that is only

24 proposed.

25 MR. HACKETT: That is proposed right
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1 now, and it would be changing it in a way that they

2 would be able --

3 MEMBER WALLIS: And all of this will be

4 clear when you rewrite it to make it clearer?

5 MR. HACKETT: That would be our goal.

6 MEMBER WALLIS: All right. Thank you.

7 MR. HACKETT: Let's move on to some

8 results. The bottom line is that over the realistic

9 operational time frames, and we tried to show that,

10 and some of this is really extending out too far,

11 but that is just the way that the mathematics went.

12 But over realistic operational lifetime,

13 the through wall cracking frequency that we are

14 finding coming out of the FAVOR code is very small,

15 and by that we mean somewhere between E minus 8, E

16 minus 9, range.

17 And you can see that on the slide here,

18 and at the current screening criteria the yearly

19 through wall cracking frequency in a generalized

20 sense is on the order of 1 times 10 to the minus 8.

21 And then it is important to note here

22 that two of the plants that we use to try and set

23 this up are among the most embrittled that have been

24 evaluated. So we feel we are well below.

25 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Well, that is
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1 confusing, and so let's talk about this figure.

2 When you say the mean of the 95th person, I was

3 looking for those. Where do I find them?

4 The only difference in the product is

5 the plants.

6 MEMBER SHACK: They are the same.

7 MR. HACKETT: Those are the same

8 basically. they are skewed.

9 MR. CUNNINGHAM: The calculation

10 results, as they are essentially -- the mean is at

11 the 95th percentile.

12 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And that is

13 mentioned somewhere in here?

14 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I am sure it is.

15 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: It is? Well, I

16 missed it. Not hear the figure.

17 MEMBER SHACK: In some of the figures

18 you can almost see a shadow of your --

19 MR. HACKETT: The second major result is

20 looking at what are the dominant contributors to

21 risk and what the team has found is that its LOCAs

22 are the dominant contributor to risk, as opposed to

23 stuck-open safety valves, which are actually a

24 contributor as you can see here for Oconee, and for

25 the B&W type design.
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1 But an important feature is that

2 secondary side breaks in general are not

3 contributing the way that they were during the

4 original study. There are a couple of reasons for

5 that, and a lot of it goes to the severity in

6 binning, and again the team can correct me if I am

7 wrong on any of this.

8 But in terms of the binning on the

9 secondary side previously it used to be that

10 everything was binned with the severity of the main

11 steam line break is my understanding.

12 Also, they are just not as severe a

13 challenge as are the LOCAs, in terms of the thermal

14 transient, and then of course you have the piece

15 that we talked about previously, and some credit

16 applied now for operator action that was not applied

17 previously, or the three main elements don't affect

18 the --

19 MEMBER WALLIS: So if we actually took

20 the importance of the things which are thought to be

21 important 20 years ago, they seem to be like 1 or 2

22 percent of the thing now?

23 MR. HACKETT: Very small.

24 MEMBER WALLIS: And so in fact you have

25 not only gained a factor of 10 to the 4th, you have
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1 gained a factor of 10 to the 6th, because the things

2 that you thought were important have now decreased

3 to 1 percent of what matters. This is even more

4 remarkable.

5 MR. HACKETT: I think it is remarkable.

6 MEMBER ROSEN: And things that you have

7 ignored.

8 MEMBER WALLIS: The things that you have

9 ignored have come up to be important, but they went

10 down. They really were important before because you

11 had the factor of 10 to the whatever.

12 MR. SIU: Or perhaps even a different

13 way of looking at it is that the things that we

14 ignored are still unimportant in an absolute sense.

15 The numbers are small.

16 MEMBER WALLIS: But for different

17 reasons.

18 MR. SIU: But they are high in

19 proportion to what you have got left.

20 MEMBER WALLIS: But if you had not

21 considered the LOCAs and just used the same basis 20

22 years ago, you would have been picking up another

23 factor of 10 squared.

24 MR. HACKETT: And the purpose of the

25 following slide here is to show that we are trying -
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1 - we tried to, and we think that we have achieved

2 balance in the project, and in the execution of the

3 project, and that the contribution of the initiating

4 event frequency, and the conditional probability of

5 failure is somewhat balanced.

6 And the analogy here is, you know, the

7 idea that the initiating event frequency were so, so

8 low that maybe you could operate a plant with a

9 glass reactor vessel.

10 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Let me understand.

11 What is that figure showing?

12 MR. HACKETT: What it is really showing

13 here, which is the X-factor, which is the initiating

14 event frequency. The Y-axis is the conditional

15 probability of failure given that event.

16 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Failure of what,

17 the vessel?

18 MR. HACKETT: Of the vessel, and that

19 you would not want to see this laying over too much

20 either way, and it is especially skewed to me

21 towards the initiating event frequency side.

22 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Well, is the

23 initiating event frequency goes to 10 to the minus

24 2, and the condition probability goes also to 10 to

25 the minus 2?
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1 MEMBER WALLIS: No, no, the other event

2 doesn't mean anything really.

3 MR. SIU: The question is whether the

4 small numbers that I showed you on the previous

5 slide are coming solely from, let's say, small

6 initiating event frequencies, or solely from the

7 condition of probability of vessel failure.

8 And what the slide is showing is that by

9 and large for most important sequences there is a

10 roughly equal contribution.

11 MR. HACKETT: In terms of the materials

12 aspects on the slide that you are seeing here, what

13 we have seen, which is not at all surprising to

14 those of us who have been associated with this for a

15 while, axial welds tracks way dominate the through

16 wall cracking frequency on the order of over 90

17 percent.

18 And in this case it is the axial weld,

19 RTNDT, or the adjacent plate RTNDT that is

20 governing. The circumferential weld cracks play a

21 minor role, and in a lot of cases we have seen

22 significantly less than 10 percent.

23 And in that case you are looking at the

24 circ weld RTNDT, or the plate, or the forging

25 situation governing. Cracking plates and forgings
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1 by and large are too small to play a role.

2 What you are really seeing -- and Terry

3 can give you the details on this, but you have to

4 have cracks that are probably more than a quarter of

5 an inch or so, or I think what I remember from runs

6 that I have done in the past were things on the

7 order of a quarter-of-an-inch to three-quarters-of-

8 an-inch to really be contributors.

9 And what you see from our flaw density

10 and distribution that was developed is that you see

11 a lot of flaws on the weld fusion lines, but they

12 are a lot on the order of these two millimeter

13 characteristic flaws. They are very small.

14 So when you hit those with a PTS

15 transient, by and large they don't participate in

16 contributing to --

17 MEMBER WALLIS: When you calculate your

18 RTNDT star, you had a weighting factor for axial

19 welds.

20 MR. HACKETT: Right.

21 MEMBER WALLIS: Now, I don't really

22 remember, but I think it was independent of plant,

23 and it looks as if the weighting factor here should

24 not be independent of the plant.

25 It is very different for the Palisades
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1 than it is for Oconee.

2 MR. HACKETT: Yes. In fact, if you look

3 at Beaver Valley, is a plate-dominated plant and so

4 this actually is probably a pretty good place to

5 take that kind of question as a lead-in to the

6 weighted RTNDT.

7 The reason that -- and Mark Kirk

8 developed that, and again at this point it is a

9 proposal, as a way that you could proceed to

10 recognize exactly this piece here.

11 That there is not an equivalence in how

12 these things are initiating, and so it was a good

13 idea to try and bring that data scatter today to try

14 and weight these.

15 MEMBER WALLIS: But that is for

16 different plants, and that is the thing that I

17 wasn't sure about.

18 MR. HACKETT: It will be different

19 depending on the material condition.

20 MEMBER WALLIS: So you calculate your

21 weighting factor .

22 MR. HACKETT: Correct.

23 MR. SIU: That's right. I think you

24 could view what he has as a curve fit for the three

25 plants, and now we are doing Calvert and there will
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1 obviously be a check on that.

2 MEMBER WALLIS: So since you had three

3 weighting factors at three plants, and that seems to

4 be --

5 MEMBER SIEBER: Could you tell me why

6 Beaver Valley is different than the others in that

7 it is plate dominated?

8 MR. HACKETT: It really comes down to

9 being as simple as their welds are in good shape.

10 So they don't have --

11 MEMBER SIEBER: That is a high copper

12 plant.

13 MR. HACKETT: They don't have high

14 copper welds. They have a plate in this case that -

15 - and I may have to turn to Matt for the exact

16 reason. I don't know the exact answer to your

17 question.

18 MEMBER FORD: Wasn't one of the reasons

19 is that the axial welds were not at peak flux

20 azimuth of the core?

21 MR. HACKETT: Matt, is that the correct

22 answer?

23 MR. MITCHELL: Yes, what it comes down

24 to is that the plates at Beaver Valley are -- one

25 might consider them atypically high in copper when
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1 compared to other plates around the industry.

2 And the way that the core management

3 scheme has been conducted at Beaver Valley has

4 tended to put the flux peaks on the plates rather

5 than on the axial welds.

6 MEMBER SIEBER: I did that, too.

7 MEMBER WALLIS: It is not just core

8 management. It is design. You have got a core

9 which is square inches, and you have got a round

10 vessel and where the square points come close to the

11 vessel is where you have a high fluence, and put

12 their welds on the flat part.

13 MR. HACKETT: That is also true.

14 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, it was done

15 intentionally at that plant.

16 MEMBER WALLIS: Well, you don't -- it is

17 inherent in the design, and you don't manage

18 anything after that.

19 MR. HACKETT: There would be certain

20 limitations as to how much you could change it with

21 the core design versus inherent construction.

22 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, that plant always

23 had a low-leakage core and the idea wa to keep the

24 fluence to the welds down, and we did that by zoning

25 fuel. So that is how --
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1 MR. HACKETT: Prior -- and that is a

2 good question, but prior to the conduct of this

3 project, I think there was a concern that with the

4 plate being the embrittlement concern, and the

5 material concern, you now have this very large

6 surface area, and then if you were to sum up all the

7 flaws that you might expect over that surface area,

8 you might back yourself into a problem.

9 Instead, what you find is you find again

10 that the flaws are focused on the weld fusion line,

11 and the plates by and large aren't defective.

12 MEMBER SIEBER: Yes, I would suspect

13 that most of the flaws are initiated in the welds.

14 MR. HACKETT: Right.

15 MEMBER SIEBER: And the density of the

16 flaw initiators in the plates should be very low by

17 orders of magnitude.

18 MR. HACKETT: That's exactly what we are

19 finding.

20 MEMBER SIEBER: Okay.

21 MR. HACKETT: This next slide gets into

22 basically -- well, it does not get into much. Mark

23 Kirk is supposed to be here for that, and we had

24 some -- we even had some audio for that. But the

25 bottom line of this is looking at the containment as
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1 a system and its performance in terms of PTS and PTS

2 impact on containment performance, is that the

3 system energy for these types of situations are

4 lower at the time of RPV failure, and so you have a

5 limited mechanical impulse, and you have a limit to

6 the containment pressurization.

7 And I think we have another graphic

8 here. There it is. I think that Dave and Nathan

9 can help me through this if I don't get it quite

10 right. But I think what David did here was put a

11 line on showing basically water at 212 degrees as a

12 base line for energy, and then showing that

13 particularly in the case of LOCAs, and this is a 16

14 inch LOCA here.

15 But the LOCAs drop very quickly and then

16 the energy that you are at is much lower. So the

17 whole bottom line is that the design bounds this

18 type of -- the design being basically to take the

19 double-ended guillotine break from LOCA for

20 containment performance is something that initially

21 in this type of scenario should not present any

22 extra challenge to the containment.

23 And with some dependency if you are

24 looking at containment sprays, and we are looking at

25 a situation where we have done at least a
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1 qualitative analysis and there is not a missile

2 threat or other threat that would hopefully in a

3 dependent way take out containment sprays.

4 Another element would be the fuel

5 cooling, depending on the reactor cavity design.

6 Some of the cavities are designed and would be

7 flooded in the event of a significant LOCA.

8 And then obviously that goes towards

9 your fuel performance or any core melt

10 characteristics. This one I know the committee

11 heard this morning about GSI-191, and there is

12 obviously some dependence in here with regard to 191

13 and some strainer blockage.

14 MEMBER POWERS: Are you arguing that if

15 you flood the cavity that the core won't melt?

16 MR. SIU: We are arguing that the

17 probability of core damage is significantly less if

18 the cavity is flooded, yes. We are not saying -- we

19 just have not carried the analysis all the way

20 through, but you are in a situation where you have

21 got lots of cold water.

22 You have dumped the RWST, and in some of

23 these plants the water level will rise above the top

24 of the active fuel. In other plants, it won't.

25 MEMBER KRESS: There is a whole there to
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1 get the water into it?

2 MR. SIU: Yes, it is pouring out of the

3 reactor pressure vessel. This is after the reactor

4 pressure vessel has failed.

5 MEMBER POWERS: But you are not

6 circulating it.

7 MR. SIU: It will heat up, but --

8 MEMBER WALLIS: Even if it doesn't

9 completely cover the core as a pool, you will get

10 two-way effects from spitting and steam cooling, and

11 all that kind of thing.

12 MR. SIU: Yes.

13 MR. HACKETT: I guess I hesitate to go

14 back to this type of slide, but -- well, there is

15 one more piece here and this is basically Nathan's

16 point here, is that this is addressed in the

17 sequence analysis in detail for going through this

18 type of scenario for the tree.

19 This was the one that I was hesitating

20 to get back into, because this tries to resummarize

21 sort of everywhere where we have been. But just

22 going through the bullets, you know, and we have

23 said this before, but very low predicted through

24 wall cracking frequency values, and this is our

25 bottom line, is suggesting that a revision of these
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1 criteria is warranted.

2 Basically this reactor vessel failure

3 frequency set at 1 times 10 to the minus 6, will

4 correspond to this weighted RTNDT value of 290

5 fahrenheit. Now, again we are back into this where

6 it does not compare directly to the ASME or the

7 regulatory RTNDT.

8 This is a weighted RTNDT, and it was

9 described in your report, and unfortunately I don't

10 have -- we have some backup slides that get into

11 that with a lot of algebra on i showing that it is

12 weighted basically by weld type in the case of axial

13 circumferential weld length. And also the fluence

14 specifics, and the --

15 MEMBER WALLIS: For the benefit if

16 Professor Apostolakis, you should point out that it

17 takes account of the epistemic and aleatory

18 uncertainties in RTNDT.

19 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes, we will come

20 to that.

21 MEMBER WALLIS: Oh, you will come to

22 that, but this RTNDT star is supposed to take

23 account of that or not.

24 MR. HACKETT: We feel that it does.

25 MEMBER WALLIS: Well, maybe not. It
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1 doesn't. I'm sorry, I'm wrong. It is in evaluating

2 the mean of the TWCF that you take account of that.

3 MR. HACKETT: Yes, that is correct. In

4 this case, we --

5 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: This is weighted

6 over what again?

7 MR. HACKETT: This is basically to try

8 and do like the layman's view of this thing. This

9 is taking the RTNDT and going back to that slide

10 that I had showed you that breaks down where the --

11 I think like Marsh liked to put it yesterday, where

12 do you assign the blame.

13 And where you assign the blame for

14 failure of these things is failure of axial welds

15 for the most part. So it is trying to weight it

16 where the meat is. So largely weighted towards

17 axial welds, but it will be weighted both in terms

18 of the type of weld, axial versus circumferential,

19 and the weld length.

20 MR. CUNNINGHAM: So it is the weld

21 length.

22 MR. HACKETT: And the way the fluence is

23 delineated. So it is a function of those things.

24 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: There was an

25 argument made, which I can't find now, is on page X,
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1 and that if a particular utility does not

2 necessarily know what kinds of axial rods it has,a

3 nd that is what it says here, and that is why you

4 are taking the weighted average.

5 And you have a generic average of 10

6 percent of them, and what is that called, heating,

7 or heat something?

8 MR. HACKETT: A heat analysis?

9 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes.

10 MR. HACKETT: There are obvious

11 different heats of weld material.

12 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes, and they don't

13 know, right?

14 MR. HACKETT: Actually, they have

15 everything, and this gets back to the discussion

16 that we had earlier. They would have everything.

17 If you were to get into the plant specifics, they

18 have everything that they need to address the

19 weighted value also.

20 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: So if they haver

21 everything, they will not need to use a weighted

22 value, and that is where I am going. Why would they

23 need a weighted value?

24 MEMBER WALLIS: No, no, a weighted value

25 takes account of the composition.
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1 MR. CUNNINGHAM: The variability of

2 materials and welds within a given plant. The

3 weighting is all for one plant.

4 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Within a plant.

5 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Within a plant.

6 MR. HACKETT: Now, if you were to get to

7 -- and Professor Apostolakis may be going beyond to

8 -- if you were to get to a plant specific analysis,

9 and if your question is can they make this case, and

10 can they calculate this parameter, again it is just

11 a proposal at this point, but yes, they could,

12 because the know the weld types that are limiting,

13 and they know the weld lengths, and the geometry.

14 And they have the detailed fluence map

15 of their vessel. So they could argue on that basis

16 if they needed to. And the chances are that if this

17 project is successful, they won't need to.

18 Hopefully you won't ever need to.

19 But that is there if it had to come out.

20 The last point really goes to this issue here, this

21 RTNDT star that we have been talking about, and we

22 have RTPTS,, which is RTNDT, but that is the way

23 that it is calculated currently.

24 There is a difference of on the order of

25 80 to 110 degrees F. to compare apples to apples.
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1 So like what we were talking about before, what this

2 means in the end is that a 290 F. screening limit on

3 RTNDT star corresponds to the current regulatory

4 limit moving out to 350 or more, depending on

5 exactly where we end up.

6 And then that then has the effect of

7 pushing out the operation for -- and I think that is

8 my next slide in fact.

9 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes.

10 MR. HACKETT: Well, maybe not, but the

11 bottom line is that the plants are grouped here and

12 it takes them for even coming close to impacting

13 this revised screening criteria for many years.

14 At least it looks like for the license

15 renewal period, and probably beyond, and Mark has

16 the graphic down here saying 60 to 80 years

17 potentially.

18 It may be getting to the point of eliminating this

19 as a real regulatory concern.

20 MEMBER WALLIS: Mark also pointed out

21 that the highest value you have for Beaver was

22 something like a thousand years or something like

23 that.

24 MR. HACKETT: They ran the analysis out

25 pretty far I think.
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1 MEMBER WALLIS: So for 60 to 80 in the

2 yellow region, but if you start and kind of go up to

3 the 10 to the minus 6, you have got to go out for

4 hundreds or thousands of years.

5 MR. HACKETT: We did get into some

6 discussion yesterday, and again --

7 MEMBER POWERS: We will never get out of

8 the license renewal business.

9 MEMBER SIEBER: By then it will have

10 corroded through.

11 MR. HACKETT: So I think our conclusions

12 we have pretty much been through most of that. I

13 think we have covered most of this. There is a

14 question that Mark Cunningham raised about the reg

15 guide.

16 Certainly we feel that we have a tech

17 basis to go forward with the rule revision. Whether

18 or not we engage in revision of the reg guide is

19 probably going to be a resource issue largely.

20 Nathan mentioned and talked about the reactor vessel

21 failure frequency.

22 And the metric that we are talking about

23 that is proposed here is that that is equivalent to

24 the through all cracking frequency, and other

25 options were evaluated.
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1 And that that failure frequency would be

2 set at 1 times 10 to the minus 6 per reactor year,

3 and we think that is consistent with the guidance

4 that we received from the committee, and previous

5 foundation for the PTS rule, and also the

6 quantitative health objectives.

7 The analysis supports this revised

8 screening limit, and in this case the 290 on the

9 weighted basis, which is equivalent to this 350 plus

10 number. in terms of what we are used to thinking

11 about.

12 MEMBER WALLIS: Well, I am just

13 wondering about you screening them, which is such

14 that they will never reach it. So there ought to be

15 some regulatory check on what is going on with

16 embrittlement.

17 MR. HACKETT: Before then.

18 MEMBER WALLIS: Before that, and how are

19 you going to do that?

20 MR. HACKETT: A couple of things that I

21 could comment on, and I am glad that you brought

22 that up because we have gone through this so fast

23 that we didn't bring up some of the other issues.

24 One effect that this will have is that

25 we have to now go back and look at the companion in
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1 Appendix G for the operational limits. I know that

2 we talked about that yesterday, but we should get

3 into that here, too.

4 So we have an activity that is looking

5 into the effects on Appendix G for heat up and cool

6 down curves,a nd that is probably more likely to be

7 where we will shift some of the limiting concerns

8 here.

9 MEMBER WALLIS: But maybe this should

10 also be an ongoing effort to evaluate some of the

11 key assumptions that got you to this wonderful

12 immortal vessel as you go along.

13 So that you say, oh, well, yeah, we made

14 these big changes in what was assumed about flaws on

15 the basis of the knowledge that we gained. And as

16 we gain more knowledge, do we have to go back on

17 that because of the extra knowledge that we are

18 getting, and say maybe we were too optimistic about

19 flaws or something.

20 MR. HACKETT: Yes, absolutely. That one

21 is a key one that Dr. Ford mentioned yesterday. The

22 potential or at least we have looked at for fairly

23 near term, and any possibility for any active

24 advancement of these fabrication flaws.

25 We think the answer is no, and we have
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1 data that says that it should be no, but that is not

2 to say that is true for all time.

3 MEMBER WALLIS: And how about this noble

4 chem thing? Suppose they come up with some new kind

5 of chemical treatment for the water, and is this

6 going to do anything about the surface flaws and all

7 of that? Are we going to have to revisit this?

8 MR. HACKETT: We are going to have to

9 continue to monitor those types of developments, and

10 then maybe we will finish up and take any other

11 questions with where we are going.

12 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Oh, I thought you

13 were finished.

14 MR. HACKETT: As I said, maybe to

15 revisit where Mark started us off, and we feel that

16 we have this interim product that we have shared

17 here with the committee that has been forwarded to

18 the NRR for detailed comments.

19 And that describes a lot of activities

20 in the Office of Research from all three of the

21 divisions. There is also that NRR has been involved

22 while we have been doing this.

23 But in terms of the things that we still

24 need to do, the Calvert Cliffs analysis, or the

25 analysis of the Calvert Cliffs plan is not complete,
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1 and we should complete that in 2003, and that is a

2 big aid in helping us with number two, in terms of

3 the generalization of what we have done here to

4 other plants, and to all plants.

5 We do have some sensitivity studies to

6 work on, and one of them involves the flaw density

7 and distribution. We have been challenged with some

8 what if's there.

9 We feel that we have a pretty solid

10 basis for that, but you can always second-guess what

11 we have done so far, because there is a limited

12 amount of data there like in a lot of cases.

13 There is verification and validation of

14 the FAVOR code, which has been ongoing, and a lot of

15 which has been completed. A lot of interaction with

16 the industry on that.

17 Professor Apostolakis mentioned the peer

18 review, and it is a challenge to get people, and it

19 is almost like an O.J. Simpson jury. You know, you

20 are looking at trying to find people who have not

21 been involved in this thing in the United States,

22 and it is not easy.

23 So we do have that as a take away, and

24 that we have got an external peer review, and I

25 think in Mr. Mr. Thadani's letter, he had indicated
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1 that the ACRS was sort of subbing for -- and I don't

2 know if that is the right word, but there was some

3 discussion yesterday about ACRS substituting for an

4 external peer review, and that is not the case.

5 As always, we have gotten many useful

6 comments from the committee, and we think that we

7 have addressed a lot of them. We have more to

8 detail with, but it is not substituting for an

9 external peer review, and so we will have that

10 going.

11 The implications of the operational

12 limits, we talked just briefly about that here.

13 That is something that we still need to address. We

14 have a user request from NRR to get into that area,

15 and we are budgeted to do work in that area in 2004,

16 I believe.

17 And Matt can get into any other details

18 on the NRR activities, but just briefly here this

19 was sent on -- we actually made a New Year's Eve

20 deadline, which is maybe the first time in my career

21 that we actually did that.

22 But Shipp (phonetic) was here, and he

23 signed it out, and it went over to NRR on New Year's

24 Eve. We have to have our comments back by the end

25 of March, and then looking at decision to proceed
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1 with rule making, which is -- we talked a lot about

2 that yesterday, too.

3 We feel that it is warranted technically

4 and there are obviously a lot of other concerns at

5 NRR that we will have to consider with regard to

6 engaging rule making activities. So that will be

7 their decision.

8 Preliminary indications from discussions

9 with the EDO and NRR are that they feel pretty

10 strongly about this, and so that is likely to go

11 forward hopefully in the near term here.

12 And that is pretty much the end of our

13 prepared remarks, and we are happy to take any

14 questions.

15 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Okay. I have a few

16 questions on the uncertainly analysis that is

17 described in Chapter 2 of this report. In Section

18 2.1.6.1, it says that -- it describes how aleatory

19 uncertainties are handled, and I understand the

20 aleatory problem.

21 But then much to my surprise, it says

22 that model uncertainties are aleatory, and also

23 uncertainties due to incompleteness are also

24 aleatory. So 2.1.6.1.

25 And I have always believed or thought
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1 that model uncertainties were part of the epistemic

2 uncertainties. Now, you might say all you have to

3 do is take these two paragraphs and move them to the

4 other section that talks about epistemic

5 uncertainties.

6 But actually there is more to it than

7 that, because somewhere else it says that in 2.26, I

8 believe, it says that parameter uncertainties which

9 are classified as epistemic the only epistemic

10 uncertainty in the report is the parameter

11 uncertainties.

12 Now, propagated using Monte Carlo and

13 Latin Hypercubes. The other, the aleatory, are

14 handled by considering a best estimate, lower and

15 upper bound, and you put some subjective

16 probabilities.

17 And then there is Table 2.3 that lists

18 some of these aleatory uncertainties. For example,

19 the break location. We don't know what it is. The

20 season. It says there is one-quarter probability of

21 it being winter, and .5 being spring or fall; and .2

22 5 being the summer, which I think I know where it

23 comes from.

24 So these are aleatory and they are

25 random, and you can't do anything about them. But
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1 the same table is the RELAP-5 code model uncertainty

2 is an aleatory uncertainty.

3 So that tells me now that if I run the

4 code a thousand times I will get random results

5 because it is a random code, and then if I go to

6 what Nathan wrote in Appendix B, which was written

7 some time ago, the interpretation that Nathan used

8 for aleatory and epistemic, which I agree with, is

9 inconsistent with this, because I can't believe that

10 the code is --

11 MR. SIU: George, if I made, I will give

12 my interpretation of what I see written here. And

13 then, James, I don't know if you want to add

14 anything to that.

15 I think they were referring to model

16 uncertainty in a very limited sense, and in models

17 in a very limited sense. They were talking about

18 the input parameters, such as the valve area.

19 And when you say the valve has failed,

20 what does that mean? So you look at different

21 openings. That is an aleatory --

22 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: So it is the event

23 that is --

24 MR. SIU: It is a boundary condition.

25 So you could say that is part of the model.
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1 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: But that's not

2 aleatory. I mean, that is not model uncertainty.

3 MR. SIU: Well, that is what I am

4 saying, is how I was reading that particular model

5 uncertainty, as opposed to saying RELAP is off by --

6 you know, let's pick an arbitrary number, which may

7 not be real at all, and let's say 10 degrees, plus

8 or minus, standard deviation. That is differently

9 than what this is trying to reflect.

10 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS:

11 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: What is says, for

12 example -- are you there, Vic? Table 2.3. I need

13 you guys to look at it. For 2.3, there is no page.

14 MEMBER RANSOM: It must be missing.

15 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: If it is messed up,

16 you will never fix it. Does anyone on the table

17 have 2.3? Okay. So that I can understand the valve

18 state, now where it says component heat transfer

19 rate, can that be an aleatory variable?

20 I mean, the heat transfer rate, what

21 does that mean, the heat transfer coefficient? Yes,

22 sir, what is it?

23 DR. CHANG: This is James Chang from the

24 University of Maryland. When we modeled this, we

25 considered that there is the uncertainty in the
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1 measurement of the heat transfer rate. So in our --

2 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: What heat transfer

3 rate is that? Where?

4 DR. CHANG: It is the heat transfer --

5 well --

6 MEMBER ROSEN: From the fluid to the

7 wall.

8 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Okay.

9 DR. CHANG: Yes, but in doing so, we are

10 not able to change the unified equation. Instead,

11 we changed the heat transfer area by --

12 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And what equation

13 is that? You said that you cannot change the

14 equation. What equation is that? Is it the heat

15 equation in the code?

16 DR. CHANG: Yes.

17 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Okay. So that will

18 give you the nominal value, right?

19 DR. CHANG: Yes.

20 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And you say that I

21 believe that equation that the code uses only .9

22 percent of the time, but 10 percent or .8 percent of

23 the time. And 10 percent of the time, I believe it

24 is 30 percent less, and 10 percent of the time I

25 believe it is 30 percent more. That is what the
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1 table says.

2 So there are two questions now. The

3 first is what is the basis for these assessments,

4 and second is that aleatory. In other words, for

5 the same sequence and for the phenomena, 10 percent

6 of the time it would be underestimated, and 10

7 percent of the time it would be overestimated? That

8 doesn't make sense.

9 It is always the same value, but you

10 just don't know what it is. So it is a mistake. It

11 shouldn't be the same table as the others,a nd again

12 if it is a matter of removing it from the table, I

13 wouldn't mind that much, but you used it in your

14 calculations.

15 You combined it with an aleatory, and

16 now I don't know what happened to all of this.

17 MEMBER WALLIS: This concerned me, too,

18 and when you do this, and when you make a

19 calculation with RELAP, you get the temperature

20 going down like this on a curve.

21 If you use the aleatory, it jumps around

22 as it comes down the curve and that changes the

23 thermal testing. Well, it doesn't jump around as it

24 comes down.

25 MEMBER SHACK: Well, no, it predicts a
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1 heat transfer coefficient which you are going to use

2 in favor.

3 MEMBER WALLIS: And then do you stick to

4 that, or as it randomly changes as --

5 MEMBER SHACK: No, in some codes or in

6 some cases they use the predicted value, and they

7 say there is some uncertainty in that value, and so

8 sometimes they use a higher value, and sometimes

9 they use a lower value.

10 MEMBER WALLIS: But they use it

11 throughout all the time, this correction?

12 MEMBER SHACK: No, but --

13 MEMBER WALLIS: Oh, you don't change it

14 from time to time?

15 MR. BESSETTE: No, and so let's say we

16 have a heat transfer coefficient for a convection

17 model and so we put a multiplier on that of 1.3 or

18 .7.

19 MEMBER WALLIS: So it is always off in

20 the same direction? The thing that we are looking

21 for --

22 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: No, no, and if you

23 go to Appendix B, Nathan has a very nice figure of

24 how aleatory uncertainties is handled. It is inside

25 in a loop, and then the epistemic are on top.
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1 This cannot be part of the loop, period.

2 It is epistemic.

3 MR. BESSETTE: This particular table is

4 everything that we varied, and so it is not intended

5 to be an aleatory table.

6 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: It is not in terms

7 of what?

8 MEMBER SHACK: Separate the table in two

9 if it makes you happier, George.

10 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes, but the

11 calculation --

12 MEMBER SHACK: Split the table.

13 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: No, because the

14 text says that all of these are aleatory and they

15 are treated as such, because the epistemic are

16 treated via the Monte Carlo. It is not just a

17 table. The text says this is what we do.

18 MR. BESSETTE: Yes, and so none of these

19 things are treated in a Monte Carlo sense. These

20 are all treated as --

21 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: It is random, and

22 we are taking -- right? What else?

23 MEMBER RANSOM: I think they made

24 sensitivity studies, and so they made parametric

25 studies, although I don't understand why 9/lOths of
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1 the time that --

2 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Well, that is

3 another issue, but the other issue is the process

4 issue. I mean, to put in a table things like I

5 don't know what season of the year it will be,

6 right, and so it is that one-quarter of it is

7 winter. I understand that.

8 And then to say that the coefficient

9 will be treated the same way, that just does not

10 make sense to me.

11 MEMBER WALLIS: Well, there is a bigger

12 question than that, is that if you are going to make

13 this correction to the heat transfer coefficient

14 throughout the whole transient, then you simply

15 displace everything.

16 But in reality RELAP could be critically

17 too high a heat transfer coefficient at the

18 beginning, and to low a coefficient at the end. And

19 that is where you get a transient with a steeper

20 time variation of temperature.

21 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Right.

22 MR. BESSETTE: Well, you know, we deal

23 with this single -- let's say convective model. I

24 mean, so RELAP can be wrong im the sense that it is

25 calculating the wrong fluid velocity, which gives
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1 you -- maybe you say how can RELAP be wrong in

2 different directions at different times in a

3 different transient, and it is.

4 MEMBER WALLIS: It is wrong.

5 MR. BESSETTE: The way that you would

6 obtain that in practice is somehow if RELAP is

7 sometimes toggling too high a fluid velocity,a nd

8 sometimes too low.

9 MEMBER WALLIS: Well, what I was looking

10 for is that you said you drew these curves for RELAP

11 predictions versus the data, which is fine. And

12 then you have to say intellectually how am I going

13 to represent this difference between the two.

14 How am I going to do that given that it

15 has certain features, and some of it is above and

16 some of it is below, and with time the deviation

17 goes plus or minus. How am I going to represent

18 that?

19 How do I go from that to whether it is

20 epistemic or aleatory, and how do I treat it? And

21 all that logic could somehow come out in the report.

22 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And aren't you

23 actually -- well, admittedly you are doing

24 sensitivity analyses?

25 MR. BESSETTE: Yes.
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1 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: How do you do that?

2 Do you do it one parameter at a time? How do you

3 conclude that the LOCA between 1-1/2 inch and 4

4 inches is a dominant scenario?

5 I mean, you have some something, and all

6 you are saying in the report is that for each key

7 PTS contributing parameter, typically three

8 representative values are presented lower, nominal,

9 and upper bound with corresponding predetermined

10 probabilities are used for the assessment of their

11 (inaudible) sensitivity indicator.

12 But it does not tell me how. So are you

13 taking all the possible combinations of this table

14 and run the code and see what happens, or are you

15 doing one parameter at a time?

16 DR. CHANG: We do think one parameter at

17 a time. So we fix -- at first we fix the break size

18 and we select 1.5 inches, and 2 inches, and 2.8

19 inches, and 4 inches, and 5.7 inches, and 8 inches.

20 So for each break size, I varied the

21 parameter, and at that time we changed a few other

22 EOC water temperature, from the spring time

23 temperature to the winter time, and then see the

24 difference.

25 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: So when you change
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1 the component heat transfer rate, you assume that

2 there is perennial summer, because you don't change

3 that. If you are unlucky to have a different heat

4 transfer rate, and it happens in the winter, then

5 you are in trouble, because you are using nominal

6 values for the other parameters, which really goes

7 against this aleatory business.

8 Aleatory means that things are random

9 and all sort of combinations.

10 MEMBER WALLIS: And you need 59

11 combinations.

12 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Well, whatever it

13 is, yes. We were all very happy when we saw what is

14 now Appendix B that Nathan wrote 3 years ago, or 4

15 years ago, because that was logical, and explained

16 how things were going to happen. But now they

17 didn't happen that way.

18 MR. CUNNINGHAM: It is clear, Dr.

19 Apostolakis, that we need to go back and look at

20 this, and either clarify --

21 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: I thought you said

22 Appendix B was clear, yes.

23 MR. CUNNINGHAM: If Appendix B was

24 clear, yes.

25 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: I was completely
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1 confused by this discussion here, and I thought

2 again, thinking of my colleagues' shock, that maybe

3 I was overreacting and that this was academic, and

4 that you actually did things like that. So it

5 matters this time.

6 MEMBER SHACK: They have the main

7 sequence, and at least as I understand it, the

8 thermal-hydraulics, they have been in the PRA, and

9 that is how they get those sequences that they

10 considered.

11 Then they want to consider the

12 uncertainty associated with each of those main

13 sequences. So they take the one-inch break, and --

14 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: No, that is not

15 what it says. They want to characterize the

16 variables.

17 MEMBER SHACK: But you do that because

18 you are representing this whole set of scenarios by

19 a thermal hydraulic sequence, but that one thermal-

20 hydraulic sequence doesn't account for all the

21 uncertainty that you have in it.

22 So you account for that uncertainty by

23 considering the range of variables over which that

24 scenario really covers for you representing 15,000

25 thermal-hydraulic sequences by one, but that really
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1 corresponds to a range of variables.

2 There is the aleatory representation

3 that you have, because the break could occur

4 anywhere. It could occur in winter and in the

5 summer, and there is also the epistemic problem that

6 RELAP may not be calculating the heat transfer

7 coefficient properly.

8 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Right.

9 MEMBER SHACK: So you include an

10 uncertainty for that. In that sense that you have

11 included when you do the hydraulics for that bin,

12 you have included the thermal-hydraulic

13 uncertainties covering the fact that you are

14 representing 15,000 sequences by one thermal-

15 hydraulic sequence.

16 And that there are things that you don't

17 know about the -- and even if you had all 15,000

18 sequences, there is still things that you don't know

19 about the sequence, like when it is going to happen

20 in the year. And the fact that RELAP could be

21 wrong.

22 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: I understand all of

23 this. The question is what do you do about it? And

24 that is not what is --

25 MEMBER SHACK: Well, today you have to
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1 look that it favors --

2 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: No, no, no. I am

3 looking at 2.6.

4 MEMBER SHACK: Well, it is a question of

5 how he does it in the calculation.

6 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes.

7 MEMBER SHACK: Is he picking it randomly

8 within -- I mean, what Monte Carlo loop is he

9 within, and I believe that he does it so that he

10 treats the RELAP uncertainties as epistemic, and the

11 other uncertainties as Aleatory.

12 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: All the indications

13 -

14 MEMBER SHACK: But he is probably the

15 best --

16 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Why do you believe

17 that when the author says that they treat them as

18 aleatory? I mean, why do you believe that?

19 MEMBER SHACK: Well, personally I don't

20 believe when I read that report the figure of 1.1.

21 MEMBER WALLIS: But, George, there is

22 another point that needs clarification. Is that

23 when the thermal hydraulics result goes to the next

24 step, it is treated as being a deterministic result,

25 and it is one curve. It is not a curve, plus
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1 uncertainties.

2 So I am not quite sure then how the

3 thermal hydraulic uncertainties propagate through to

4 influence the final answer.

5 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Okay. So there are

6 several issues here. One is the issue of how did

7 you come up with the 30 percent more or 30 percent

8 less with the probability of .1.

9 MEMBER SHACK: Well, that is a judgment.

10 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Right, but it can

11 be questioned by experts in that field. Secondly,

12 why do mix aleatory and epistemic; and why do you do

13 a sensitivity analysis one variable at a time?

14 MEMBER POWERS: Because you are an

15 idiot. It is the wrong way to do it. No, it is

16 easy to do.

17 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: It is easy to do.

18 MEMBER SHACK: Sure. It is easier to do

19 it at multi-variables at a time than it is one

20 variable at a time.

21 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: So they chose the

22 hard way?

23 MEMBER SHACK: I bet that they did.

24 DR. CHANG: Well, I say it is the Table

25 2.3 here where we changed one variable at a time,a
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1 nd then we used the first 10,000 seconds, the

2 downcomer average as a sensitivity indictor, and

3 from here we used a single probe to mix all of them.

4 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: You mixed them?

5 When? I thought you said you do it one at a time.

6 DR. CHANG: Yes, one at a time, and that

7 is the first set, doing the sensitivity of one

8 parameter uncertainty, and how it could affect the

9 PTS, yes.

10 And then the second step is that now we

11 have the sensitivity of one parameter, and then all

12 the associate probabilities, and that probability is

13 assigned here.

14 And then through the all the parameters

15 combined --

16 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: So you are going by

17 the probability?

18 DR. CHANG: Yes.

19 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: But them that

20 assumes that the dependence of the 30 models in the

21 code is linear, because if it is not linear, then

22 you can't do that.

23 DR. CHANG: Yes.

24 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Are they linear?

25 DR. CHANG: Because the sensitivity
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1 would be indicated, we choose for the first and

2 second parameter checks an average of --

3 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Well, there again

4 you have a problem again because you are saying now

5 that I will take the weighted average.

6 So I will take 70 percent of the nominal

7 heat transfer coefficient with a probability of .1,

8 and multiply that by .1, and take the results for

9 winter and multiply them by five and add the two.

10 Well, winter is aleatory, and it is really --

11 MEMBER WALLIS: It is average behavior

12 through the year.

13 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Average is

14 everything. Anyway, I think Mark is right.

15 MR. CUNNINGHAM: We need to go back and

16 look at this, and look at it further.

17 MR. ROSENTHAL: This is Jack Rosenthal,

18 Safety Systems Analysis Branch. I agree with Mark

19 that we have to go back and regroup on this issue.

20 Nevertheless, in preparation for this, I asked Dave

21 please help me as we continue on.

22 And he pointed out to me that if you

23 take the water from the refueling water storage

24 tank, and you pump it through the system, and you

25 throw it against the wall. And in the winter it is
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1 40 F., and in the summer it is 80 F.

2 So that delta-40 ends up with almost the

3 delta 40 on the wall. So we take these values, and

4 the delta 40 F. is long compared to at least on an

5 RMS basis how we did between RELAP and the

6 developmental assessment calcs, and we run it

7 through FAVOR.

8 And what you get is a low number in

9 favor either way. So I acknowledge that there is

10 some real methodology things that we have to

11 straighten out with the report, and I think we can

12 do it right, but my basic understanding is that we

13 have done enough variation of parameters, and done

14 enough FAVOR runs that the basic conclusion that we

15 have that the PTS risk is small is robust.

16 MEMBER WALLIS: Jack, that's why we need

17 some numbers of these green and red arrows, and my

18 impression is that the effect of this thermal-

19 hydraulics is probably a 10 or 20 percent effect.

20 And the effect of what you assume about

21 the flaws is a factor of 20 to 70, and so one

22 overwhelms the other completely. If we make that

23 clearer, we might have more perspective on what we

24 ought to concentrate on.

25 MR. ROSENTHAL: Fair enough.
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1 CHAIRMAN BONACA: I think so.

2 MR. ROSENTHAL: I figured that the

3 probablistic fracture mechanics is maybe three, or

4 what is the magnitude on the thermal-hydraulics, and

5 yes, we will acknowledge that we need to go back and

6 rewrite the document better.

7 MEMBER WALLIS: You really need this

8 overview document which puts the whole thing in

9 perspective, all these things in perspective.

10 CHAIRMAN BONACA: I wanted to ask

11 another question. Just because it is a rather

12 significant contributor that has been eliminated,

13 and we discussed this before, but I did not attend

14 the whole meeting yesterday.

15 You concluded secondary side breaks are

16 not important. So now I remember one of the

17 dominant breaks assumed for a B&W plant in the

18 previous analysis, and that was a steamline break,

19 and we had run out of feedwater, and tried to

20 isolate the primary system pressure drops.

21 And you had this ECCS injection, and

22 further cooldown, and repressurization, and now you

23 have this very severe condition. Now, I grant that

24 there is no operator actions being assumed there,

25 and failure of the (inaudible) isolation, and so
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1 that is understandable in that scenario, for

2 example.

3 But how do you eliminate that being any

4 contributor? Just because of operator actions in

5 the procedures? Yesterday, you pointed out that it

6 was not only operator actions.

7 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: There are three

8 reasons which Ed mentioned, and we will go over that

9 again, I guess. Hopefully it will be clearer. As

10 we pointed out in the early work, and of course the

11 Oconee analysis that was done in '81 or '82, or

12 whenever it was, the early '80s, that was the one

13 that really showed the main steamline break was

14 important.

15 If you go in and look at that analysis,

16 you find that because we are dealing today in doing

17 a 150 thermal-hydraulic bins, or as back then it was

18 more like about a dozen, as Ed pointed out, that if

19 you go look at the analysis, you find that

20 essentially they took all the frequencies of things

21 like main steamline break, and maybe a couple of

22 multiples,a nd stuck-open turbine bypass valves, and

23 small steamline break,a nd treated all of those

24 events as if it was a main steamline break.

25 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Okay.
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1 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: So from a thermal-

2 hydraulics standpoint, we get this very rapid

3 cooldown, so on and so forth, and they are dumping

4 all these frequencies into that bin, and then

5 obviously applying a very high, or relatively high,

6 CPF.

7 That is, a conditional probability of

8 vessel failure, because they were treating it like

9 it was all a main steamline break. So first of all,

10 we come along and we say we are not going to treat

11 it that way. We are going to take a main steamline

12 break, and we are going to put it in its bin, and

13 have its frequency.

14 And that will still give us a high, or

15 relatively high, CPF, but the frequency if we had

16 not dumped in all these other things as if they are

17 all main steamline breaks.

18 And then we have a multiple turbine

19 bypass valve bin, and we say, okay, we are going to

20 get its frequency, but you know what? That is a

21 much smaller break, and so even though the frequency

22 is higher, the CPF is a lot lower because we don't

23 get much cooldown.

24 So first of all the binning, and the

25 fact that we are not using as gross bins, everything
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1 else equal, you have already lowered it a lot

2 because we are not treating all these frequencies

3 like they are all a main steamline

4 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: I understand.

5 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: And so that is reason

6 number one.

7 MEMBER ROSEN: You're not treating all

8 of them with the steamline breaks degree of

9 overcooling?

10 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: That's right.

11 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: So the frequency of

12 that particular event is much lower now because of -

13 -

14 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: Yes, that is reason

15 number one. The bining itself, and the process

16 itself, changed the numbers.

17 The second thing is if you just look at

18 -- and now with all the changes that have occurred

19 in FAVOR code and so on, and so forth, removing all

20 these conservatisms, et cetera, if you were to take

21 the same main steamline break back in 1980 with

22 today's code, and now do the analysis with today's

23 code, what you would find is that the CPFs were

24 grossly over-estimated because of the old -- well,

25 whatever was the precursor to the current FAVOR
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1 code.

2 In other words the CPF that was being

3 predicted back in 1984 for a main steamline break,

4 are higher than the CPF we would predict today with

5 today's version of the FAVOR code, just because of

6 the fact that we have removed a lot of those

7 conservatisms in the fracture mechanics part of the

8 analysis.

9 So that has lowered the main steamline

10 break. And then finally the third thing is as you

11 have already pointed out, Dr. Bonaca, is that the

12 early analysis gave little to no credit for

13 isolating, let's say, a faulty steam generator

14 because they didn't want this to rely on necessarily

15 human action or whatever.

16 And we said, okay, but we are trying to

17 do a best estimate with uncertainty bounds on

18 things. So as a result, we want to acknowledge that

19 operators just aren't going to watch a steam

20 generator blowdown and continue to feed for 30

21 minutes and not do anything about it.

22 And so we said, okay, let's give --

23 well, whatever we felt was the appropriate credit,

24 and it went through the systematic process, ATHEANA,

25 and expert elicitation, to try to put some, we hope,
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realistic values on what is the chance that

operators would not isolate a steam generator by 30

minutes into this event.

And we all believe that probability of

failure is not 1.0 based on the simulations that we

have seen, and based on EOPS today, based on where

EOPs were back in 1970, late, when those early

analyses were done. and based on current training

today, et cetera.

And that there are real reasons to

provide some credit for operator error.

MEMBER ROSEN: The big change is in

systematic procedures, right?

MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: Sure.

MEMBER ROSEN: Since 1970.

MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: Clearly. I mean, the

systematic procedures, and so on and so forth of the

higher sensitivity to PTS that we have today than we

had back in 1981 when this was first all coming up,

et cetera.

MEMBER ROSEN: The operators don't have

to diagnose what it is. They just look at symptoms.

CHAIRMAN BONACA: And I thank you very

much for bringing that out.

MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: And I don't want to
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1 over-emphasize the --

2 CHAIRMAN BONACA: No, no, let me just

3 say that for the purpose or the point that Dr.

4 Wallis was making before, these are pluses and

5 minuses contributors. This was a very important

6 presentation to me, because it tells me that we are

7 not just relying on operator action judgments, and

8 there are other factors.

9 And again in the context of a report, it

10 would be valuable to understand roughly what kind of

11 contribution we had from these considerations. And

12 that would take the issue off the table and

13 convincing say, yes, let's just forget about the

14 secondary side and cooldown, because even if what

15 was said about human reliability is wrong, still it

16 is a small contributor, or a smaller contributor

17 than we thought.

18 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: I think in that

19 context, you know, I think we were promised more

20 than a year ago a walk through calculation. I don't

21 think we ever saw that or I ever saw that.

22 So I have two comments here. One is

23 that Mark Cunningham said earlier that this is a

24 summary report, and so there will be a bigger report

25 somewhere else?
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1 MR. CUNNINGHAM: There will be

2 supporting reports behind this, yes.

3 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: But still though I

4 think it would be useful for the summary report to

5 be a little more explicit.

6 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Yes.

7 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Now, in addition to

8 what I said earlier, in 2.3, it just says that we

9 formed a team, a party, a working party, that was

10 able to distinguish between aleatory and epistemic,

11 period. Thank you very much.

12 Well, give me something, you know. And

13 also the emphasis is too heavy on the process. We

14 formed the party and the party did this or the party

15 did that. I don't care what the party did. What is

16 the method.

17 Second, I really would like to see a

18 chapter or a presentation on how figure B.4 in

19 Nathan's appendix was actually used. If you do

20 that, I think it would go a long way towards

21 explaining everything that was done. B.4.

22 MEMBER WALLIS: Well, George, there has

23 to be a much more extensive summary of what were the

24 procedures, and how it all hangs together, and what

25 thermal shock is, and the fact that you have to
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1 calculate wall temperatures and so on.

2 And a lot of the stuff which is very

3 good, you don't get until you get to the appendix.

4 It has got to be right up front, and this is how we

5 did it.

6 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: I think that figure

7 is great. It tells how we did this, and how we did

8 that. Let's make a sequence or something, whatever

9 is convenient, and demonstrate how that figure was

10 implemented, and then show the susceptibility

11 results and the whole works.

12 Don't just tell me that the working

13 party went and ate dinner last night. I mean, that

14 is what it says in Chapter 3. Not dinner, but we

15 formed a party to understand the physics, because

16 this is important.

17 Well, you know, I never knew that the

18 physics was important. But this is full of that.

19 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Between yesterday and

20 today, we have gotten a lot of constructive comments

21 on ways to improve the report, and we appreciate

22 that, and we will take it to heart.

23 MEMBER POWERS: Let me ask a question.

24 I hope that I don't get over-interpreted, as it is

25 not intended as a criticism. It is curiosity on my
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1 part. At constructing this undertaking, you did a

2 lot of calculations on binned interim results, and

3 then you did subsequent calculations. Why did you

4 bin interim results?

5 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: Resources. Learning

6 as we go, and recognition that if it was pretty

7 clear to us that some things were going to be not

8 important at one stage, then we could begin to

9 screen out certain portions of things that we had to

10 model in more detail.

11 And/or perhaps we learned that the

12 binning was too crude in some places, and more than

13 what we needed in other places, and so therefore we

14 could redo or reshuffle some of the binning, et

15 cetera.

16 But clearly at the beginning, Oconee had

17 181,000 over-cooling sequences in the PRA model

18 MEMBER POWERS: Right.

19 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: We could not do

20 181,000 thermal-hydraulic calculations and avoid

21 binning.

22 MEMBER POWERS: Why couldn't you do

23 181,000 thermal-hydraulic calculations?

24 MR. ROSENTHAL: I think surely you can,

25 and I just got new linux clusters up today, and so
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1 we can or must pull the rip cord and let it run.

2 But would it be meaningful?

3 You know, I am starting out with a --

4 well, I don't know what, maybe 530 or 550 F. And I

5 am not bringing it in any lower than 212 F, and so

6 about 300 degrees, and I am doing this over a period

7 of two hours or so.

8 And by the time that I have calculated a

9 hundred ways of going from stake point A to stake

10 point B, and I don't know if it is winter or

11 summertime anyway outside, I would say this would be

12 overkill on just running RELAP.

13 MEMBER POWERS: I said don't over-

14 interpret my question.

15 MEMBER WALLIS: But there must be a

16 systematic way of calculating 180,000 sequences to

17 find out the reasons where --

18 MR. ROSENTHAL: Right.

19 DR. KORSAH: And to find out a grid.

20 MR. ROSENTHAL: Right. And I will stop

21 after this, but in fact we did that. And the

22 reality was that we guessed some sequences, and we

23 were off building decks and writing models.

24 Then we had some PRA input, and then

25 based on that we ran some more cases, and then as a
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1 function of time, we started getting fracture

2 mechanics results back.

3 And then we had already done a fair

4 amount of arithmetic, and we then had an integral

5 finally closed system,a nd this was a function of

6 time.

7 And at that point the PRA guys started

8 refining their models, because now they had the

9 fracture mechanics, and the end answer, and asking

10 us to do more thermal-hydraulics. And that is what

11 happened with --

12 MR. BESSETTE: Our first consideration

13 at Oconee, for example, we had 20 bins, 20 RELAP

14 bins, and this process of refinement and deciding

15 how many we needed, we went from 20 to ultimately to

16 about 200.

17 MEMBER WALLIS: Do these bins take care

18 of the uncertainties in RELAP?

19 MR. BESSETTE: Well --

20 MEMBER WALLIS: Do the bins somehow take

21 account of the uncertainties? The next step is a

22 deterministic calculation.

23 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: The bins really

24 representing the uncertainty in the event, because

25 there is randomness in the event, and we don't know
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1 if the break is really going to be 1.8 inches or 1.9

2 inches.

3 MEMBER WALLIS: I know that, but there

4 is a whole chapter in this report which claims that

5 you have taken account of the RELAP uncertainties.

6 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And that should be

7 on top of these uncertainties, and what Alan is

8 talking about is the aleatory, and you don't know

9 the size and you don't know the place.

10 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: Yes.

11 MR. BESSETTE: So we had all these bins,

12 and what we did is that we picked the let dominant

13 bins in which to do further uncertainty analysis

14 with RELAP,

15 MEMBER POWERS: Let me just ask another

16 question again. This is not a criticism of this

17 particular study, but you did a lot of calculations

18 for Oconee, and that means that you had to set up an

19 Oconee deck. If I asked you to do a lot of

20 calculations on Commanche Peak, how long does it

21 take to set up the deck?

22 MR. BESSETTE: Well, to set up a deck,

23 or to set up a new deck from scratch is about -- I

24 would say two man years of work.

25 MEMBER POWERS: Two man years of work?
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MR. BESSETTE: Yes.

MEMBER WALLIS: Doesn't the Commanche

people already have a RELAP deck?

MR. BESSETTE: No.

MEMBER WALLIS: But they have a deck of

some sort.

MR. BESSETTE: We don't, no. They don't

have a deck.

MEMBER WALLIS:

MR. BESSETTE:

MEMBER SHACK:

TRAC-M, you still have to

decks to --

They don't have it?

No.

So even after you get

wait years to point out

MR. BESSETTE: Well, we don't come

anywhere close to having a deck for each plant. We

have decks for perhaps 10 plants or so.

MEMBER SIEBER: Even that is a lot.

MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: Let me make a comment

about this and why we make the statement that the T-

H uncertainties are covered, and I agree that we

have not probably proved the point.

But let me just say that I think we

believe that the uncertainties in RELAP and its

ability to really match experiments, we believe that

uncertainty is small, and I grant you that we
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1 absolutely have not proved that point sufficiently.

2 But we believe it is small compared to

3 these things like is the break really 2 inches or 4

4 inches. That is going to so swamp we believe the

5 uncertainties of the T-H calculation of what a 2

6 inch response should be, or what a 4 inch response

7 should be, that from that sense, that is why we are

8 qualitatively saying in the report that we believe

9 that the T-H uncertainties have already been

10 enveloped by the ones that we have looked at,

11 because we believe those are larger, and have a

12 greater effect.

13 MEMBER WALLIS: It is just a question of

14 shielding?

15 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: I understand that,

16 and that's why I am saying that I think that we have

17 not proved the point, but I think that is why the

18 statement is there, is that we believe that the T-H

19 uncertainties, in terms of the code uncertainties,

20 are small relative to this randomness of is the peak

21 really going to be six inches or three inches.

22 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Does this apply

23 also to the probablistic fracture mechanics

24 uncertainties? Are there any uncertainties there?

25 I mean, I appreciate the Marshall distribution, the
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1 flaw distribution, but are there any model

2 uncertainties?

3 MEMBER WALLIS: If you look at the RELAP

4 clause, and any other data --

5 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: What kind of model

6 of uncertainties would you have?

7 MR. HACKETT: I would take a crack at

8 that. The model uncertainty there is several

9 sources, One, of course, is the one that has been

10 referred to most often here today, would be the flaw

11 density and distribution, and we do have a model

12 there that does explicitly address uncertainties.

13 And as well as we could do it weighted

14 on the data that we had, as opposed to

15 extrapolations with expert codes, or expect

16 elicitation. That is one. The other model is of

17 course the one that we have spent a lot of time

18 debating here today, and that is on the toughness

19 model and that we did not get into that today, as

20 opposed to what is the measure of truth in this

21 situation.

22 And the bottom line there is that we did

23 go into this in a fair bit of detail yesterday and

24 you are trying to get an estimate of the fractured

25 toughness of this material, for which RTNDT is but a
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1 -- I have to admit is a bad surrogate for that here.

2 It is what you are stuck with by the

3 historical way this thing played out. So you are

4 trying to get to fracture toughness with this RTNDT,

5 and the imperfections that lie therein.

6 And there is a model that goes with

7 that, which ultimately traces back to the

8 development of the master curve approach for

9 fracture toughness. And we could spend a lot of

10 time on that,

11 but there is a model there, and

12 epistemic and aleatory uncertainties that go along

13 with that. The last major piece would be --

14 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And these are

15 represented somewhere?

16 MR. HACKETT: Yes, they are in Appendix

17 A.

18 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Appendix A?

19 MR. HACKETT: That's right. The last

20 major piece I will just mention is the embrittlement

21 model. which we have spent more time than anything

22 else on between us and the industry.

23 And in terms of how do you get from

24 throwing neutrons at a vessel of certain composition

25 and how embrittled it ends up and we have that
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1 covered in there, too.

2 MEMBER SHACK: However, they do believe

3 that fracture mechanics is written in stone. That

4 when Kmaterial equals Kapplied, things break.

5 MR. HACKETT: Correct.

6 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: And these

7 uncertainties are evaluated?

8 MEMBER SHACK: When you look at the

9 uncertainties in the embrittlement model, and the

10 uncertainties in the material toughness model, you

11 can make Alan's argument that they ought to swamp

12 any other model.

13 MEMBER WALLIS: Just look at some of the

14 parts, George. I mean, you have a curve and you

15 have the data, and just take a look at those.

16 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes, but I thought

17 that what Alan and others were saying was that the

18 aleatory uncertainties are overwhelming here. But

19 there is epistemic and aleatory?

20 MEMBER SHACK: There is aleatory and

21 epistemic.

22 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: But the epistemic I

23 would suspect would be more significant there.

24 MEMBER POWERS: To be precise, there are

25 aleatory uncertainties in the material properties,
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1 and there are epistemic uncertainties in fracture

2 mechanics models.

3 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: yes, yes.

4 MEMBER WALLIS: And most of the RTNDTs

5 are a very weak surrogate for toughness, but it is

6 the thing that is being used.

7 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Yes, but what I am

8 asking is the argument that was made that the

9 thermal-hydraulic uncertainties are overwhelmed by

10 the uncertainties in the LOCA size and so on, right?

11 MR. KOLACZKOWSKI: And perhaps other

12 things in the fracture mechanics.

13 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: So the fracture

14 mechanics are up there? Okay.

15 MR. HACKETT: In that case the modeling

16 for the flaw density and distribution, and the

17 toughness, I think overwhelm that, too. And we do -

18 - and Dr. Shack raises a good point, in terms of in

19 the fracture mechanics, you are assuming that the

20 fracture mechanics truth in this thing is still a

21 Kapplied versus a Klc type of thing, which takes you

22 back 20 or 30 years in fracture mechanics

23 technology.

24 And Professor Apostolakis asked a good

25 question there, too, that in terms of -- well, does
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1 that work pretty well for this case, and we feel

2 that it does, because you have got a big thick

3 vessel that is about the best way of coming at that

4 type of fracture mechanics that you are going to

5 get, a big thick vessel with a thermal shock.

6 And that is not to say that you couldn't

7 apply elastic plastic fracture mechanics as a

8 refinement to this thing. And we do in fact do that

9 when we look at low upper shelf welds, for instance.

10 And that is a whole different problem,

11 but when you are looking at cleavage fracture in a

12 big thick steel component, that is probably still

13 pretty good.

14 MEMBER POWERS: When are we going to be

15 able to do elastic plastic fracture mechanics

16 routinely?

17 MR. HACKETT: We do it now. I think we

18 are back to the same kind of point that Jack was

19 making on the binning. It is really a resources

20 issue more than anything.

21 And Terry Dickson is at the microphone,

22 and I think I can say that by adding elastic plastic

23 fracture mechanics into FAVOR would -- and I will

24 let Terry comment, but it would greatly complicate

25 the computational aspects of the analysis. Terry,
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1 did you have some comments?

2 MR. DICKSON: Yes, but to my knowledge

3 that is on the agenda to do. That is where we kind

4 of go from here. Everything that has been discussed

5 here is based on a linear elastic plastic fracture

6 mechanics model.

7 And I was going to address the question

8 by Dr. Apostolakis --

9 MEMBER POWERS: Before you go on to

10 that, do you have some sort of -- is there somewhere

11 a strategy written down on how to evolve our

12 fracture mechanics?

13 MR. DICKSON: We are working on that

14 right now. But the expectation is that by including

15 the higher constraint plasticity models is that that

16 will be a removal of conservatisms,a nd that these

17 numbers will go down. That is the expectation going

18 in.

19 MR. HACKETT: Let me come to a little

20 bit more background on that, because the elastic

21 plastic fracture mechanics has also been around for

22 20 plus years at least, and there are some major

23 analyses that the NRC and the industry have done in

24 terms of qualifying low upper shelf welds for

25 operational performance that is governed by 10 CFR
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1 50, Appendix G, that are indeed based on elastic

2 plastic fracture mechanics.

3 And with this case there just was not a

4 need to go there as Terry is indicating, but that is

5 future work.

6 MEMBER POWERS: That's fine. What I am

7 really asking about is what is the Agency's plan to

8 develop its fracture mechanics technology, and

9 whether or not it is applicable to this problem.

10 MR. HACKETT: Correct. Yes.

11 MR. DICKSON: I can't speak for the NRC,

12 as I work at Oak Ridge National Laboratories, and we

13 are a contractor, but I know that our plan, and I

14 believe it has been coordinated with the NRC, is

15 that we will be developing a version of FAVOR that

16 includes elastic plastic fracture.

17 MEMBER POWERS: If there is some sort of

18 a plan on this, it would just be interesting for me

19 to see.

20 MR. HACKETT: We will make note of that

21 and we will -- Mark Kirk in fact has the lead for

22 developing that right now, and we will make sure

23 that we bring that forward.

24 MEMBER POWERS: I mean, it is one of

25 those areas that if we are to be supportive, it
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1 would be nice to know what the plan is. And it may

2 not be this year, or next year, or five years, but

3 if we have a plan, then we can do things that are

4 supported.

5 MEMBER WALLIS: Plastic is fine, but

6 then you will get down to the business of what is a

7 flaw, and you said you were using the worst flaw,

8 which is this sort of a razor-like atomic sized flaw

9 that cuts its way through in the worst possible way.

10 MR. HACKETT: That's correct.

11 MEMBER WALLIS: And that must be a very

12 conservative assumption.

13 MR. HACKETT: It is certainly a

14 conservative assumption. Even elastic plastic

15 fracture mechanics does not address that. You are

16 still assuming these atomistically sharp flaws. So

17 that is probably there for the foreseeable future.

18 MEMBER WALLIS: But that is a

19 conservative assumption?

20 MR. HACKETT: Yes.

21 MEMBER WALLIS: George seems to be

22 satisfied, and I would only add to your statement,

23 George, that you need to be shown the thermal-

24 hydraulic uncertainties are swamped by these other

25 ones. But it has to be shown though. It can't just
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1 be stated. There has to be a rationale.

2 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: I would like to see

3 though a sequence of calculations all the way

4 through the beginning to the end.

5 MR. HACKETT: And just as a comment, I

6 have the same recollection as Dr. Apostolakis, and I

7 have been off on another rotation loop here at the

8 NRC, and I have been out of the loop in this project

9 for a while, but I do recall a commitment that we

10 had to do that with the Committee.

11 And I don't believe for some variety of

12 reasons that never happened.

13 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: It never happened.

14 I am not chairing.

15 MEMBER WALLIS: How far along are we in

16 this presentation?>

17 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I guess we are -- I

18 guess if I could wrap up again. We talked earlier

19 that we were interested in a letter from the

20 committee, and we are at the point where we think we

21 have a reasonable technical basis to recommend to

22 NRR that they proceed to rule making to make some

23 changes to the pressurized thermal shock rule to

24 reflect over what we have learned over the last X

25 years in terms of the frequencies of PTS types of
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1 events.

2 So we would be interested in a letter

3 from the committee either endorsing this research

4 idea, and that it is a good idea to proceed to rule

5 making, or some such thing. And again any other

6 comments that you have in that regard, we would be

7 happy to get them.

8 I am sure that we will be back talking

9 to you, and perhaps Matt and the NRR folks will be

10 the lead the next time we are here.

11 MEMBER WALLIS: Well, when we were

12 waiting for the train last night, we said what you

13 really need is sort of an external writing

14 committee, which is not so tied up with the work,

15 and just see the details of what you have been

16 doing, and they can present the whole thing in a way

17 that is sort of a half-inch report that tells the

18 whole story.

19 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Okay. We will look

20 into it.

21 MEMBER WALLIS: And if you want to know

22 the details, you look somewhere else.

23 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Okay. We are going to

24 look into that.

25 MEMBER POWERS: Mark, one of the
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1 hallmarks of this PTS work has been bringing

2 together experts in PRA fracture mechanics, human

3 factors, thermal-hydraulics, people that ordinarily

4 don't speak even similar languages, and producing a

5 product.

6 And I guess I have been unabashed in my

7 admiration about the way that that was done. Have

8 you had a chance, or will you take the time to go

9 back and assess how easy that is, and what would

10 facilitate those things, and the multidisciplinary

11 activities?

12 I think you have done this one

13 extraordinarily well, and it sets a high standard

14 for subsequent people coming along, and it might

15 well be useful to set down for people who

16 subsequently try to organize these efforts things

17 that make this an attractable approach

18 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I think that is a great

19 idea. I think we obviously -- or maybe you didn't

20 see it, but there was some rocky times in this

21 project trying to interweave different disciplines.

22 Many people speaking many languages if you will, and

23 I think we can learn from that.

24 MEMBER POWERS: I think it is one of the

25 few instances where I have seen matrixing actually
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1 work, and that comes from a laboratory that prides

2 itself on doing that, and I don't think we did it as

3 well as you guys did for this particular study.

4 MEMBER WALLIS: Well, I take a bit of

5 issue with you. Almost all engineering is

6 interdisciplinary in some degree, and you can over-

7 estimate or over-state this division between

8 disciplines, and the different languages.

9 And in fact it is possible for someone

10 knowing a PRA to have some idea on what is going on

11 in thermal-hydraulics and so on. There are lots of

12 common approaches in all engineering.

13 MEMBER POWERS: Well, as I said, I spent

14 most of my working career at a laboratory where we

15 try to do a lot of that, and I am always stunned at

16 how difficult it seems to be to do these

17 multidisciplinary things, and I think this team has

18 really done an outstanding job on this.

19 I attribute it a lot to the

20 personalities involved, and Ashok, I think you are

21 to be congratulated for a heck of a good undertaking

22 here.

23 MR. THADANI: Thank you.

24 MEMBER POWERS: Thank you.

25 MR. HACKETT: I think a comment that I
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1 would add, because I see that Dr. Powers' comment is

2 going towards sort of a managerial issue, too, and

3 this in my opinion has been one of the better

4 efforts, if not the best effort that I have seen

5 managed from within the Office of Research.

6 And in that regard a lot of credit does

7 go to Ashok Thadani's management team, in terms of

8 providing the resources and lining things up so that

9 other things got out of the way when it came time --

10 MEMBER POWERS: We would never say

11 something like that. It would go to their head, and

12 they would be insufferable.

13 MEMBER WALLIS: I am astonished by you

14 are saying that this is one of the difficult

15 interdisciplinary projects, and that it is managed

16 better than one of the purely disciplinary ones. I

17 don't think you mean that.

18 MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS: Say thank you very

19 much.

20 MR. HACKETT: I will say thank you.

21 MEMBER SHACK: We are ready to wrap it

22 up.

23 MEMBER ROSEN: Are we going to have a

24 committee discussion?

25 MEMBER SHACK: We will have it later on
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1 today as we get ready to consider the letter, and we

2 will have a discussion.

3 CHAIRMAN BONACA: So at this time we

4 will just recess for 15 minutes until 3:15.

5 (Whereupon, at 2:59 p.m., the meeting

6 was recessed and resumed at 3:17 p.m.)

7 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Okay. The meeting

8 will come back to order. And we have now a review

9 of the draft final version of Regulatory Guide DG-

10 1077, Guidelines for Environmental Qualification of

11 Microprocessor-Based Equipment Important to Safety

12 in Nuclear Power Plants, and I believe that John

13 Sieber is going to walk us through.

14 MEMBER SIEBER: Okay. Thank you, Mr.

15 Chairman. As Mario said, we are going to consider

16 draft Regulatory Guides DG-1077, and the title is,

17 "Guidelines for Environmental Qualification of

18 Microprocessor-Based Equipment Important to Safety

19 in Nuclear Power Plants.

20 This draft reg guide builds on the

21 environmental qualification guidelines and the rule

22 to which it all refers is 10 CFR 50.49, and Reg

23 Guides 1.89, and 1.180, and IEEE Standard 323-1983,

24 and the International Electrotechnical Commission

25 Standard 60780, all apply.
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1 And the foundation work is contained in

2 two Oak Ridge studies, NEUREG CR 6741, and 6479.

3 The staff provided the ACRS a copy of the draft

4 regulatory guide on June 8th, 2001 prior to

5 publishing for public comments.

6 At that time the ACRS declined to review

7 it, deciding instead to wait until the comments were

8 received and incorporated. And so now we have come

9 to that point in time.

10 So the ACRS, other than through mailings

11 has really not had a chance to review the draft

12 regulatory guide that is the basis of these

13 documents except for what we will have this

14 afternoon.

15 There actually were a significant number

16 of comments received by the staff from 11

17 commenters, and there is a staff analysis which is

18 proprietary and therefore not a public document,

19 which includes the technical analysis of the

20 comments, and a description of changes that were

21 made to the draft reg guide to bring it to its final

22 form as it is today.

23 Among those 11 commenters, one that had

24 a particular large number was Winston & Strawn,

25 which is a Washington law firm that represents the
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1 Nuclear Utility Group on Environmental

2 Qualification.

3 And there were a number of comments

4 which the staff's resolution and technical analysis

5 took about 29 single-spaced typed pages. And so

6 those are listed there.

7 Winston & Strawn has asked for time to

8 make a statement during this meeting, and I think I

9 will call upon them right now to make that

10 statement.

11 MR. HORIN: Good afternoon. I

12 appreciate the opportunity to provide a brief

13 statement with respect to our comments on this draft

14 guide. As mentioned, Winston & Strawn represents

15 the Nuclear Utility Group on Equipment

16 Qualification.

17 We are a group of utilities that are

18 comprised of over 90 of the operating power reactors

19 in the United States.

20 We are supported by a technical

21 consultant who has been involved in environmental

22 qualification of electrical equipment for over

23 decades, and is the author of a number of papers,

24 the EQ Reference Manual, published by EPRI.

25 We submitted comments as mentioned, and
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1 we have not had the opportunity to see the

2 resolution of those comments. So I want to keep my

3 statement brief here, and hopefully we will have an

4 opportunity to look at the resolution of the

5 comments prior to any finalization of this draft reg

6 guide.

7 Unfortunately, our technical consultant

8 is out of the country and cannot be here, and so I

9 am standing in as a lawyer, and so I will limit my

10 brief comments to a couple of regulatory points.

11 We have provided copies of our comments

12 to the committee, and as mentioned, they were rather

13 extensive and dealt with a number of technical

14 issues, and a number of regulatory questions.

15 I wanted to make a couple of key points,

16 and then I will sit back and listen to see where the

17 reg guide has gone in a revised state. I think most

18 fundamental to our comments is a concern that there

19 has been an approach taken in the draft guide which

20 would confuse the overall regulatory scheme with

21 respect to the environmental qualification of

22 electrical equipment under 10 CFR 50.49.

23 And again I am referring to the draft

24 guide that was issued for public comment.

25 Principally among those concerns have to do with the
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1 confusion of the applicability of 50.49 to equipment

2 that is in mild environments, versus equipment that

3 is in harsh environments.

4 50.49 applies to electrical equipment

5 that is in harsh environments, which is specifically

6 defined in that guide regulation as environments

7 which are significantly more severe following a

8 design basis event than during normal operation of,

9 and we are not talking about environments or

10 conditions which are slightly different, or not any

11 different at all.

12 They are -- 50.49 is geared towards the

13 harsh environment qualification. Secondly, with

14 respect to mild environment qualification, there is

15 guidance, and there is a clear direction within the

16 current regulatory scheme with respect to mild

17 environment qualification.

18 That guidance is contained in the

19 Standard Review Plan, and that guidance is part and

20 parcel of an overall scheme that would apply to

21 quality assurance criteria, design control criteria

22 under Appendix B, coupled with design analyses for

23 particular applications that are already within the

24 regulatory scheme.

25 So we had some fundamental problems with
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1 the way that the draft guide characterized certain

2 effects as being either aging effects, or effects

3 that would be seen that would create a harsh

4 environment, because they are effects which are not

5 necessarily more severe following a design basis

6 event.

7 So those type of clarifications are

8 important, because we think that if they are not

9 clarified, and if there is not a clear distinction

10 maintained between harsh and mild equipment, this

11 draft guide, again as we saw it, would be wholly

12 inconsistent with 50.49.

13 And to the extent that there was an

14 attempt to proceed along those lines would direct or

15 practically necessitate that there would be a whole

16 rule change under 50.49.

17 So we don't see that as drafted that

18 this was consistent with the existing regulatory

19 scheme. We have some comments with respect to

20 backfit issues, and we will make sure that those are

21 addressed in the context of CRGR, and fundamentally

22 our recommendation here was that certainly as

23 drafted this guide should be withdrawn as a reg

24 guide.

25 It just simply did not provide a clarity
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1 of direction or consistency with the existing

2 regulatory scheme necessary to on its own address

3 these issues.

4 Alternatives may be whether it is issued

5 as a separate NEUREG document, or perhaps an RIS to

6 address some of these questions, but nonetheless, we

7 felt that this was not an appropriate mechanism to

8 apply these particular considerations.

9 And we also -- and I don't want to go

10 through all of it this afternoon, but there is an

11 extensive number of comments that sounds as though

12 there has been an extensive resolution, or at least

13 an effort to address those, but again we have not

14 seen that.

15 So we don't know whether it ends us.

16 But I appreciate the opportunity just to point this

17 out to the committee. Hopefully we will have an

18 opportunity to take a look at how these comments

19 have been addressed in the past. Thank you very

20 much.

21 MEMBER SIEBER: Okay.

22 MEMBER WALLIS: I am wondering if you

23 planned that this whole thing is unnecessary and

24 unwarranted, it would seem that no change to the

25 draft would satisfy you.
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1 MR. HORIN: We think that the use of

2 this as a regulatory guide without significant

3 modifications to make it consistent with the

4 existing regulatory scheme would make it

5 unwarranted.

6 MEMBER WALLIS: You see to claim that

7 the resisting scheme is so good that we don't need

8 to do anything.

9 MR. HORIN: I think if you read our

10 comments that there are a few elements that really

11 establish matters that cannot already be addressed

12 under the existing design processes for nuclear

13 power plants.

14 MEMBER SIEBER: I perhaps should not

15 give advice here, but we are going to give advice

16 anyway later on, is that it is either come out with

17 a new guide or modify the existing guides, because

18 there are some differences.

19 And I think that is pretty well

20 established through the work, and so what I would

21 like to do is to introduce our speakers, and after I

22 give your names, please correct me after I am done,

23 and except for Mr. Wood, where I think I am on safe

24 ground. But Christina Antonescu; is that correct?

25 MS. ANTONESCU: That's right.
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1 MEMBER SIEBER: And you are from NRR.

2 MS. ANTONESCU: No, from Research.

3 MEMBER SIEBER: Okay. And Kori Korsah;

4 is that correct?

5 DR. KORSAH: Yes.

6 MEMBER SIEBER: I got it right. How

7 about that, and they will be our speakers this

8 afternoon. One of the things that I would like to

9 ask you to do is that the significant part of what

10 we are about this afternoon will be to address these

11 comments, and so to the extent that you can do that.

12 And there are too many of them to do

13 them all, and that you may want to choose some of

14 the more important points that have been made by the

15 public to actually explain what it is that you did,

16 and what the staffs position is on that, and why you

17 think that we ought to agree with you.

18 So with that, Christina, I would like

19 for you to begin.

20 MS. ANTONESCU: Before I introduce

21 myself, I would just like to let you know that the

22 presentations were organized such that we address

23 the resolution of the public comments, and the

24 subsequent viewgraph presentations will actually

25 address most of these questions.
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1 And if you will allow us, then we can

2 proceed with an overview of the reg guide, and most

3 of your questions will be answered as well.

4 MEMBER SIEBER: I think that would be

5 helpful

6 MS. ANTONESCU: Good afternoon. My name

7 is Christina Antonescu, and I am in the Engineering

8 Research Application Branch in the Division of

9 Engineering within the Office of Research.

10 My background is in electrical

11 engineering, and I have worked at NRC as a project

12 manager in the field of instrumentation and control

13 for the past 11 years.

14 I am here today to present to you DG-

15 1077, and DG-1077 describes an acceptable method for

16 environmental qualification for microprocessor-based

17 systems.

18 The draft guide was released for public

19 comments on October 14th, 2001, and we received 11

20 submissions from the public. After interaction

21 among the staff, the technical support contractors

22 at Oak Ridge National Lab, and industry

23 stakeholders, the draft was revised to reflect

24 resolution of the public comments.

25 So the purpose here today is to present
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1 to you the guidance contained with this DG-1077,

2 which describes the need and the benefits of the

3 guide. And at the end of our presentation, we would

4 like to request a letter from the Committee

5 endorsing publication of the final effective guide.

6 Before I proceed, I would like to

7 introduce other branch members in attendance. Mr.

8 Steven Arndt, who is the team leader in the I&C

9 Group, and our branch chief, Mr. Dan Dorman.

10 And our counterparts in NRR I think is

11 represented by Mr. Paul Loeser today. And again I

12 would like to briefly introduce our supporting

13 contractors, Dr. Richard Wood and Dr. Korsah Kofi,

14 from Oak Ridge National Lab.

15 Dr. Wood is the project manager for the

16 I&C projects that we sponsor at Oak Ridge. He has a

17 Ph.D. degree in nuclear engineering from the

18 University of Tennessee, and has 20 years of

19 experience with instrumentation and control

20 technology.

21 Dr. Wood is currently contributing to an

22 advisory committee of I&C experts that is providing

23 research recommendations to the Office of Nuclear

24 Energy in the Department of Energy.

25 And Dr. Korsah is an investigator for
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1 the I&C Qualification Project at Oak Ridge National

2 Lab. He received his Ph.D. in nuclear engineering

3 from the University of Missouri, and has 30 years

4 experience in the I&C Research and Applications.

5 In additional, Dr. Korsah has served as

6 a member of IEEE working groups on criteria for

7 computers and safety systems IEEE 7.4.3.2, and for

8 environmental qualification IEEE 323-1983.

9 Following these remarks, I will present

10 an overview of the draft reg guide, and Dr. Wood

11 will describe the technical basis supporting this

12 guidance.

13 We do appreciate the opportunity to

14 appear before you today, and we look forward

15 receiving the benefit of your insight. So if there

16 are no other questions, I would like to give you a

17 brief presentation or highlights of DG-1077.

18 The first part of this high level

19 introduction is the overall of the reg guide and

20 follow-up by the technical basis for environmental

21 qualification that Dr. Wood will present. And then

22 Dr. Korsah will summarize th value of DG-1077 and

23 its benefits.

24 Let me give you a high level on what BG

25 does, and the main scope and what it applies to. It
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1 endorses current consensus of environmental

2 qualification standards for safety related

3 microprocessors of these systems.

4 And the main regulatory position in

5 endorsing the guidance in IEEE 323-1983 for

6 qualification of safety related microprocessor basic

7 equipment for service in nuclear power plants that

8 are subject to conditions and clarification.

9 And it also endorses the guidance of IEC

10 60780, and so DG-1077 applies to new or modified

11 safety related systems in existing or future nuclear

12 power plants that employ microprocessors equipment,

13 or not already applied to installed equipment.

14 MEMBER WALLIS: Could you explain -- one

15 of the criticisms of the previous speaker was that

16 this was unnecessary ,and that you already had

17 sufficient rules and guidance, and so why is it that

18 this is necessary in view of what the present system

19 is, and what are the inadequacies in the present

20 system?

21 MS. ANTONESCU: If you look at the

22 subsequent view graph presentations, they will

23 clarify your question.

24 MEMBER WALLIS: You will clarify that

25 question later on.
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1 MS. ANTONESCU: So if we can proceed,

2 then we can systematically go.

3 MEMBER WALLIS: That seems to me to be

4 the main thing on whether or not it endorses, and

5 what problem does it solve is the real question.

6 MS. ANTONESCU: Right, and we are going

7 to answer all your questions.

8 MEMBER SIEBER: There is an interesting

9 aspect to this. Right now in U.S. nuclear power

10 plants, there is not to my knowledge any safety

11 related microprocessor based equipment and harsh

12 environments. Is that correct?

13 MEMBER WALLIS: That's true.

14 MEMBER SIEBER: So this really applies

15 to modifications, upgrades, and totally new

16 construction of advanced reactors, and I think that

17 one of the reasons here that you endorsed an IEC

18 60780, which is a European standard, and I think

19 based mainly on the fact that suppliers may be of

20 European heritage.

21 And therefore equipment that is built in

22 Europe to satisfy European requirements can't be

23 used in the U.S. unless we endorse the standard, or

24 they change their standards.

25 So this is the use of an international
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1 consensus standard as a way to allow for a greater

2 degree of competition, and choice among licensees.

3 And lacking that, I think that the only thing that

4 would apply is 323, which may require some changes

5 or upgrades in that equipment. Is that correct?

6 MS. ANTONESCU: Well, I just want to

7 reiterate that if you allow us to go through that

8 you will understand the reason why we find it

9 necessary to also present to you for our endorsement

10 or to provide you the technical basis for

11 endorsement of IEC 60780.

12 DR. WOOD: I think your comment about

13 the European suppliers is valid, and that was one of

14 the motivations as to why we needed to or we felt

15 the need to also look at the European standards.

16 There is also a move within the entire

17 U.S. Government to look at more than just national

18 standards, and I wanted to take this opportunity to

19 point out that this is not specifically to satisfy

20 the Code of Federal Regulations 50.49, because the

21 environmental qualification is not limited to the

22 rules and regulations within 50.49.

23 So that is why we have this and we will

24 talk about that later.

25 MEMBER SIEBER: There is a general
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1 design criteria that says that this stuff has to

2 work during an accident, and so that is really what

3 the basis is in my view.

4 DR. WOOD: And there is even more than

5 that, and we will talk about that in the

6 presentation.

7 MEMBER SIEBER: All right. Go ahead.

8 MS. ANTONESCU: So why do we need to

9 review DG-1077? We will talk about these things

10 in more detail in our presentation, but I wanted to

11 let you know up front what DG-1077 can address. It

12 is a response to a user need request and --

13 MEMBER WALLIS: But your response could

14 have been that you don't need a new reg guide.

15 DR. WOOD: had that proven to be the

16 case, that would have been the response.

17 MS. ANTONESCU: Yes. It addresses

18 unique characteristics of microprocessor-based

19 equipment that we think should be addressed, and it

20 endorses consensus of national and international

21 standards, and existing reg guides limit the scope

22 to harsh environments, but we want to include all

23 environments.

24 And also potentially regulatory burden

25 arises from case by case treatment of qualifications
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1 from the environments. A recent review of topical

2 reports continue on a case by case qualification

3 from environments, and vendor qualification programs

4 were accepted under three separate SERs; from

5 Tricon, Common Q, and Teleperm.

6 So instead of having one process, at

7 this point we are reviewing it case by case. The

8 resolution of public comments, we had again 11

9 public comments submitting comments on DG-1077, and

10 the public comments can be grouped into a group of

11 categories, and we tried to group them into four

12 categories.

13 And these will be addressed in

14 subsequent slides. The need for guidance, and

15 whether the existing guidance is sufficient, and the

16 application of location categories, and how location

17 categories tend to be applied.

18 And the scope of qualification, and that

19 is the full scope of environment conditions, mild

20 and harsh. And the backfit analysis. The staff's

21 position is that there are no backfit associated

22 with this guide, and as described in 10 CFR 50.109,

23 because there is no change in licensing basis for

24 existing equipment.

25 And it only applies to new equipment,
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1 and voluntary modifications. And now I would like

2 to turn the next presentation to Dr. Wood.

3 DR. WOOD: Thank you. I think that the

4 comment that we received prior to these

5 presentations highlighted perhaps one of the most

6 frequent comment that were received in the public

7 comment and that deals with the need for guidance.

8 So I thought for the technical basis

9 that we would start with the basis for

10 qualification, and walk through that, and then

11 hopefully illustrate why the staff believes that

12 this guide is both necessary and useful.

13 So to begin with the Code of Federal

14 Regulations, Title 10, Part 50, requires

15 environmental qualifications of safety related

16 systems.

17 Specifically, structures, systems, and

18 components important to safety must be designed to

19 accommodate the effects of and be compatible with

20 the environmental conditions which they will face.

21 And design control measures such as

22 testing and other quality control activities should

23 be used to verify the use of that design. The

24 primary -- I'm sorry, that would make it a little

25 easier to follow me. The other way. Sorry.
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1 In any event the discussion in the

2 regulatory guide was modified from the version that

3 was released for public comment to try to more

4 systematically step through the current regulatory

5 requirements and the guidance that is given for

6 those, and then highlight the need for this

7 particular guide.

8 Part 50.55(a) dealing with protection

9 systems provides embedded requirements for

10 environmental qualification of all systems important

11 to safety, and all protection systems.

12 And in that it by reference includes the

13 requirements of IEEE 603, which specifically states

14 that environmental qualifications shall be performed

15 to confirm the conservative nature of the design and

16 that it can accommodate the environmental

17 conditions.

18 Then the specific rule that was

19 mentioned in the comments prior to these

20 presentations, Part 50.49, deals with environmental

21 qualifications of electric equipment important to

22 safety that are to be implemented in harsh

23 environments.

24 And we will talk a little later about

25 the scope of 50.49, and we are not intending to
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1 expand the scope of 50.49. Our purpose is to

2 address the full scope of all of the regulations

3 that are --

4 MEMBER POWERS: As I understand it,

5 there are no microprocessor-based systems in harsh

6 environments now; is that correct?

7 MEMBER SIEBER: yes, but it is just a

8 matter of time.

9 MEMBER POWERS: So that means that

10 arguments that the current regulatory process is

11 stable is not applicable here; is that correct?

12 DR. WOOD: That is I guess part of our

13 belief.

14 MEMBER WALLIS: Are these harsh

15 environments under normal operations or under

16 accident conditions, or what?

17 DR. WOOD: Harsh environments that are

18 addressed under 10 CFR 50.49 are severe environments

19 that are subject to design basis accidents.

20 MEMBER WALLIS: So something like a LOCA

21 break?

22 DR. WOOD: Yes. Things that are

23 characterized as mild environments, some of them we

24 would consider severe environments.

25 MEMBER WALLIS: Temperature and
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1 humidity, and things like that.

2 DR. WOOD: Well, mild covers a big

3 range, and that is one of the areas that we will

4 talk about a little later.

5 MEMBER SIEBER: I guess to my mind that

6 is why you ended up with three different

7 categorizations.

8 DR. WOOD: Exactly.

9 MEMBER SIEBER: As opposed to two, which

10 is what, 323.

11 DR. WOOD: That's right, and I will talk

12 a little later about how the intent of that is to

13 provide some --

14 MS. ANTONESCU: Relaxation of 323 for

15 mild environments.

16 DR. WOOD: Exactly.

17 MEMBER POWERS: When I search out to

18 apply 50.49 and to understand what a harsh

19 environment is, I should take into account LOCA

20 kinds of accidents and what not. Do I also take

21 into account anticipated fires?

22 DR. WOOD: That I would have to defer to

23 some of our colleagues. It is not specifically

24 identified, and there is no definition within the

25 Code of Federal Regulations of a harsh environment.
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1 There is a definition of a mild

2 environment, and fires are mentioned.

3 MEMBER SIEBER: In your report, you

4 mentioned the effects of smoke.

5 DR. WOOD: Yes.

6 MEMBER SIEBER: On the other hand, you

7 don't qualify to a fire environment as I read it.

8 MEMBER POWERS: That is what I was going

9 to get out. Your report is remarkable to me, in

10 that you come along and say, gee, smoke can affect

11 these things, and we know that, but we don't know

12 how to test for that.

13 You know, we don't have a standardized

14 test for that, and so we are going to ignore the

15 issue, and have you punted on the most important

16 issue here?

17 MS. ANTONESCU: We are going to minimize

18 it and treat it under design, minimize the

19 susceptibility, and treat it as a design issue.

20 DR. KORSAH: Also, the other thing is

21 that qualification against fire and so forth, but

22 fire basis is under Appendix R of the Code. So that

23 is --

24 MEMBER POWERS: Appendix R does not

25 address smoke issues outside the immediate fire
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1 zone. And one of the things that this committee has

2 kept asking about repeatedly is that if we have a

3 fire and we disperse smoke beyond the fire zone into

4 the regions where you have digital electronic

5 equipment, do you have a long term problem.

6 And do the components of the smoke cause

7 a long term degradation of these low voltage systems

8 such that we encounter a difficulty not at the time

9 of the fire, but 6 months later.

10 DR. WOOD: I think that -- of course, we

11 address how we had originally intended to deal with

12 smoke in a position that was subsequently deleted,

13 because in response to public comments, and that

14 dealt with multi-tiered protection.

15 Design and implementation approaches

16 that could be utilized to minimize the potential

17 susceptibility of equipment to things like smoke.

18 MS. ANTONESCU: The intent was to take

19 credit for the specific design approaches that can

20 mitigate the susceptibility to environmental

21 effects.

22 DR. WOOD: The difficulty that we faced

23 in taking the research information, the findings,

24 and converting that into relevant guidance for the

25 industry is that as you mentioned.
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1 There is no means right now to test

2 whether or not a piece of equipment or in its

3 installed configuration is or is not susceptible to

4 smoke, because there is so many variables that can't

5 be controlled.

6 However, the other difficulty that was

7 presented is that while the research indicated that

8 certain implementation techniques would be of

9 benefit, there hasn't been a full-scale

10 investigation of all of the possible ramifications

11 of certain things, such as conformal coding, and

12 what might that do to temperature susceptibility.

13 So it is difficult to recommend

14 implementation guidelines.

15 MEMBER POWERS: I think I am very

16 sympathetic with the challenge it had there, because

17 as I look at the experimental database that is

18 available, it looks at a very acute smoke exposure,

19 and my reaction to it is fine.

20 You know, I am glad that you found this

21 stuff out, but when I read Appendix R, I have wiped

22 that equipment out anyway. It doesn't seem to

23 address this long term chronic problem where I have

24 smoke constituents degrading contacts, et cetera,

25 with these materials and what not.
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1 And so I think I must appreciate our

2 argument that says we just have not found the

3 information that is of the breadth that we need for

4 this kind of guidance. I think I am much more

5 sympathetic with that than the apparent wording that

6 says we are going to punt on this, okay?

7 On the other hand, I say, gee, I have

8 people from the Navy and people from the Army

9 telling me that we don't want smoke to affect our

10 systems, and I see novel designs, especially for

11 surface naval vessels now, where they are

12 confronting this issue in novel ways that I won't go

13 into here on the public record.

14 But I see other people confronting it,

15 and it might be something that you can put on your

16 to do list, and not for this regulatory guide, but

17 maybe for the next one and what not, because it

18 looks like people are trying to confront this issue.

19 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, maybe I could give

20 my thought here a little bit. It seems to me that

21 long term failures due to smoke would be very random

22 in nature, you know.

23 A piece of the equipment would fail

24 today and another piece two weeks from now and so

25 forth, and the single failure criteria would seem to
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1 me to provide a sufficient degree of defense in

2 depth.

3 DR. WOOD: I can give an example of how

4 that very point was considered. In the research,

5 different fire scenarios were investigated to

6 determine which were the most credible, and then

7 assessed to determine which would provide the most

8 harsh smoke environment.

9 And a small in-cabinet fire provided the

10 most severe conditions.

11 MEMBER SIEBER: That's right.

12 DR. WOOD: And that would be localized.

13 MEMBER POWERS: Ask the people at

14 Oconee.

15 DR. WOOD: Yes, I know. Exactly.

16 MEMBER SIEBER: The density is --

17 DR. WOOD: Yes, I know, and for reactor

18 protection systems that would affect one channel,

19 and the general fires, because of the fire

20 protection that is engaged, would be detected early.

21 There would at least be knowledge that they had

22 occurred, and then maintenance practices could

23 assess whether or not any of the electronics had

24 been affected by smoke.

25 The one where you might not know it had
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1 happened, and it might not detect it until something

2 failed, would be int eh in-cabinet fire, but that

3 would be in most instances, unless you have an

4 extreme coincidence, localized to the one cabinet.

5 MEMBER POWERS: Yes, but is a localized

6 one cabinet, and if you produce a lot of smoke and

7 it gets distributed by the HVAC system either during

8 the event or in the subsequent recovery, then is it

9 a more broad issue then?

10 DR. WOOD: There you run into the

11 separation of the air supplies among different

12 cabinets. You might affect two cabinets, but not

13 all four, but certainly we recognize that there are

14 still a lot of questions that could be asked in

is investigations that could be conducted.

16 MEMBER SIEBER: It seems to me --

17 MEMBER WALLIS: Tell me about the smoke,

18 and what was referred to as specific components in

19 the smoke, and presumably there are aerosols that

20 have water and carbon particles, and so forth. Will

21 they cause effects of electrical coactivity on this

22 rather small space component, and parts of these

23 components?

24 Do they penetrate and cause local

25 corrosion of structural circuits?
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1 DR. WOOD: Yes, it is conceivable that

2 those things could happen. What we found int he

3 actual physical tests of equipment exposed to smoke

4 is that high density particles or high density of

5 particles of where the effects occurred, and very

6 low density tended -- the equipment tended to be

7 fairly robust.

8 MEMBER WALLIS: But density you mean the

9 number of particles per cubic meter in the smoke or

10 something like that?

11 DR. WOOD: Yes.

12 MEMBER WALLIS: And does size matter?

13 DR. WOOD: I can't say based on my

14 recollection whether there was any investigation on

15 the size of the particles themselves. Different

16 materials were burned and so there were different

17 sized chemicals and particles released.

18 MEMBER WALLIS: There was a scientific

19 basis for evaluating these effects then?

20 DR. WOOD: The telecommunications

21 industry does a lot of research about the

22 susceptibility of equipment and corrosion effects

23 that would occur in the long term.

24 DR. KORSAH: And also typically during

25 the measurement of doing the scientific measurement
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1 is try to make a second -- you know, leakage

2 currents and so forth, and so forth and so on. The

3 other effect is the smoke in conjunction with the

4 humidity and the environment would form some kind of

5 acid, and corrode the metal interconnections and so

6 forth. So that is another effect of the smoke.

7 MEMBER SIEBER: On the other hand, most

8 of these components -- computer chips, for example,

9 are coded to avoid contact between the smokey

10 atmosphere and the metallic portion of the circuit.

11 And they also try it seems to me to make

12 more low impedance of the circuits than low

13 impedance circuits so that leakage of currents don't

14 have the impact that they would if you were involved

15 in all high resistance circuits.

16 DR. WOOD: And I think that highlights

17 some of the implementation of things that can be

18 done, and that was the motivation for that position

19 that I mentioned that was deleted in this version.

20 MEMBER SIEBER: It would be difficult to

21 test for, because there are so many variables, and

22 there are different kinds of smoke, and different

23 humidity conditions, and different air flows, and so

24 it would be a complex test.

25 MS. ANTONESCU: Exactly.
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1 MEMBER POWERS: All you are telling me

2 is don't use microprocessor systems.

3 MEMBER SIEBER: Right now they aren't.

4 DR. WOOD: I think what we should

5 highlight is that we didn't investigate as a purpose

6 the susceptibility of analog components, but by no

7 means are we saying that digital or microprocessor-

8 based components are more susceptible by definition.

9 MEMBER WALLIS: Is there a short

10 statement that you have about the need for this new

11 guide?

12 DR. WOOD: A short statement?

13 MEMBER WALLIS: To impress upon us

14 quickly about the need for this new guide?

15 DR. WOOD: Let's see. I have a tendency

16 to be long-winded, and so it is very difficult for

17 me.

18 MEMBER POWERS: I think -- I'm operating

19 from my recollection, but I think if we look at the

20 Digital Electronics Research Plan that they had a

21 nice piffy

22 paragraph that explained why this work was being

23 done, and maybe Steve could recall that from memory.

24 DR. WOOD: I can give you our short

25 statement here that Ms. Antonescu went over. First
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1 off, we feel that the unique characteristics of

2 microprocessor-based systems need to be addressed,

3 and I have a subsequent slide that talks about those

4 unique characteristics.

5 So one thing that this guide does is

6 provide that specific guidance in one location.

7 Some of that guidance is scattered among various

8 guidance documents.

9 We feel like that leads to a case by

10 case basis as everybody discovers in each

11 application what it is that I need to do. Instead

12 of being able to go to a specific guide. There is

13 no existing endorsement of the current national or

14 international consensus standards. That is one

15 thing that this guide provides.

16 MEMBER WALLIS: And these are specific

17 standards for microprocessor equipment.

18 DR. WOOD: These are specific standards

19 for qualification of equipment.

20 MEMBER WALLIS: Microprocessor.

21 DR. WOOD: Of equipment.

22 MR. DORMAN: Just to clarify. This is

23 Dan Dorman, Research. It is no endorsement of those

24 consensus standards for microprocessor-based

25 equipment for the range of environments that are
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1 considered in this guide.

2 DR. WOOD: Yes. If you take all of

3 these together, you get the bigger picture, and I

4 will show you the bigger picture is a few words as

5 soon as I finish this discussion.

6 The comprehensive regulatory guide as

7 Dan mentioned dealing with all environments, there

8 is that comprehensive guide dealing with harsh

9 environments, Reg Guide 1.89.

10 But as it was mentioned applications

11 currently today of microprocessor-based equipment

12 are in what are called model environments. We

13 visited Taiwan last fall, and they are working on a

14 microprocessor-based system for containment

15 environments.

16 It is not in the far-distant future when

17 microprocessors will move into containment, and then

18 the other issue was the case by case basis. But

19 these last four bullets are the reasons that

20 motivated the development of this guide.

21 And so rather than going through all of

22 these in detail, these next two viewgraphs basically

23 highlight the distribution of guidance among

24 different documents, and I won't go through this in

25 detail, but I would like to point out the last
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1 bullet on this slide.

2 The DG-1077 is intended to provide a

3 road map for existing guidance that is applicable to

4 microprocessor-based equipment. So you go to one

5 source, and there it is. You don't have to decide

6 should I infer from the guidance to the reviewer in

7 the standard review plan some things that I needed

8 to do.

9 Do I have to go to the staff position in

10 NEUREG-0588 and derive some additional information;

11 and then do I go to IEEE323, and then what do I do

12 for model environments. Chapter 3 and Chapter 7

13 have some differences in what they do, because they

14 apply to different kinds of equipment, and that is

15 in the standard review plan.

16 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Now, the letter from

17 (inaudible) does not object to having a regulatory

18 guide as an umbrella. The next two specific

19 objections says that new regulatory positions

20 contained in the draft guide include expanding the

21 scope of 10 CFR 50.49 to apply to (inaudible) model

22 environments.

23 And concluding that EMI/RFI is both an

24 environmental condition and a significant aging

25 mechanism. Those are two specific objections.
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1 DR. WOOD: Those two specific

2 objections, the objection about the expansion of the

3 scope of 10 CFR 50.49 resulted from a result of a

4 lack of clarify in what the guidance that went out

5 for public comment, and the public comment

6 highlighted to us the need the make it more

7 systematic in the presentation of what is the

8 purpose.

9 CHAIRMAN BONACA: So your intent is one

10 of expounding it?

11 DR. WOOD: That's right.

12 CHAIRMAN BONACA: So you don't have an

13 issue there.

14 DR. WOOD: Exactly. And regarding

15 EMI/RFI, there was no intent to identify EMI/RFI in

16 general as an aging stressor. But EMI/RFI, and all

17 the electromagnetic conditions in a plant, are part

18 of the environment of the plant, and this is a

19 position that is consistent with the IEC standard,

20 and it is treated as a condition.

21 It is also a position that is being

22 adopted by the United States because the revision of

23 IEEE 323 includes EMI/RFI as a listed service

24 condition.

25 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, there is a reg
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1 guide for that already.

2 DR. WOOD: That's right.

3 MEMBER SIEBER: 1.180.

4 DR. WOOD: It's inclusion in this reg

5 guide is to reflect consistency between the IEC and

6 the IEEE standard, and to remind people not to

7 forget EMI/RFI, and not to provide full guidance on

8 EMI/RFI.

9 The position provides a pointer to Reg

10 Guide 1.180, and also a pointer to EPRI 102323, as

11 both providing guidance on how to address this

12 specific issue.

13 CHAIRMAN BONACA: So you don't feel that

14 even on this issue that you do have a conflict?

15 DR. WOOD: That's true.

16 MEMBER WALLIS: If this is a harsh

17 environment, it seems to me that harsh is defined,

18 or a harsh environment is defined by what it does to

19 a particular thing and in a particular context.

20 And if you simply look at an environment

21 which has a significant effect on the behavior of a

22 microprocessor, that by definition is a harsh

23 environment for a microprocessor.

24 It may not be harsh for other things,

25 but I don't see why you need to make this
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1 distinction.

2 If it affects the function of that device, then it

3 is a harsh environment.

4 CHAIRMAN BONACA: I think it is more

5 than that. It is the practice of how the harsh

6 environment is (inaudible) --

7 DR. WOOD: Yes, there is a lot of

8 semantics involved in it, and part of the fuzziness

9 of the semantics is the semantics are the reasons

10 that we went to the location categories.

11 MEMBER SIEBER: Right.

12 DR. WOOD: And I think the public

13 comments illustrated that we were not effective in

14 conveying that. So hence the revision with

15 additional information.

16 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, you defined

17 Category A and Category C, and Category B as

18 everything else.

19 DR. WOOD: Everything in between. Now,

20 to be fair to the commenters, there was much more

21 conservatism in the boundaries between the

22 representative conditions in the version that went

23 out, and there was great value in the public

24 comments and highlighting that we needed to give

25 consideration to what would make this practical to
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1 implement without adding a burden, rather than

2 reducing a burden.

3 So we tried to do that. This is an

4 illustration of environmental qualifications. Some

5 of the comments, or many of the comments that we

6 received dealing with the need for guidance

7 illustrated a great deal of diversity in

8 understanding what environment qualification is, and

9 when does it apply. When do you have to do it, and

10 what do you have to do.

11 These are two views of environmental

12 qualification. One is looking at the environment in

13 the plant, and so you have all environments, and the

14 rule that requires environmental qualification are

15 given in 10 CFR 50-55(a)(h), and then demonstrating

16 that you have accomplished the design criterion in

17 GDC04, General Design Criterion-4, and that you

18 accommodate the effects of, and are compatible with,

19 the environment.

20 Normal operation all the way through.

21 Harsh environments are a subset of that, and as I

22 said earlier, there is not an explicit definition of

23 harsh environments in the Code of Federal

24 Regulations. There is a definition of mild

25 environments.
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1 MEMBER WALLIS: Well, you could expand

2 to fill the whole space available.

3 DR. WOOD: That's right. But 10 CFR

4 50.49 specifically addresses harsh environments. It

5 notes that mild environments, qualification for mild

6 environments are beyond its scope, and it doesn't

7 say that you have to qualify for mild environments.

8 It says that it is beyond its scope.

9 So that is the plant environment

10 viewpoint. Now, where do microprocessors fit into

11 this right now? They are in that larger bubble

12 outside the harsh environments, but they are moving

13 toward the inner-bubble, and part of the vision for

14 this guide is to anticipate that, and have the

15 guidance in place, rather than reacting.

16 MEMBER WALLIS: Is there likely to be an

17 environment that will affect their performance?

18 DR. WOOD: Yes.

19 MEMBER WALLIS: I'm really just playing

20 with words about whether it is harsh or not.

21 DR. WOOD: That's right.

22 MEMBER WALLIS: As they are not very

23 important to me.

24 DR. WOOD: The harsh and mild really are

25 in sort of standard and regulatory space. If it has
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1 an effect, it is a significant environment.

2 MEMBER WALLIS: Right.

3 DR. WOOD: And then looking at it from

4 the equipment point of view, the Class lE equipment

5 point of view, you have got all the electrical

6 equipment which are within the scope of 10 CFR

7 50.49, and then you have got microprocessor-based

8 equipment which are a subset of that.

9 But all electrical equipment -- I'm

10 sorry, the all electrical equipment expand beyond

11 the scope of 50.49, because there are Class lE

12 electrical equipment that are not implemented in

13 harsh environments.

14 So the next viewgraph is intended to

15 sort of illustrate what is the role of DG-1077. You

16 have the electrical equipment and harsh

17 environments, which is the regime of Reg Guide

18 1.189, and you have the microprocessor-based

19 equipment in all environments, which is the regime

20 of BG-1077.

21 And then you have got this small overlap

22 that right now is almost non-existent, but

23 eventually it will become populated, where you have

24 microprocessor-based equipment in harsh

25 environments.
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1 And then in that case you have DG-1077

2 and you have the conditions in Reg Guide 1.189. If

3 you don't have DG-1077, you don't have explicit

4 guidance about all of the blue part of the small

5 bubble.

6 And also you don't have added to Reg

7 Guide 1.189 the specific considerations for

8 microprocessor-based equipment.

9 MEMBER WALLIS: So Reg Guide 1.189

10 wouldn't really handle this cross-hatched region is

11 what you are saying?

12 DR. WOOD: Not absolutely. We think

13 that there are some considerations that need to be

14 addressed that are in the various sources of

15 guidance, but you have to go ferret them out.

16 MEMBER WALLIS: And so it is a question

17 of difficult to find rather than they aren't there?

18 DR. WOOD: I think that the reviews of

19 the vendor topical reports on the various systems

20 indicate that the major vendors know where those

21 things are, but the concern is there are some

22 subtleties, and you want to make sure that all

23 vendors can be aware of what they need to do.

24 MEMBER WALLIS: Wasn't it the claim of

25 the previous speaker that really this blue thing is
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1 inside the red, and it is all taken care of, and

2 that we don't need to do anything?

3 DR. WOOD: And that is not the case. I

4 think that the understanding, partially motivated by

5 the need for additional clarity in the guide, may

6 have left an uncertainty about whether or not this

7 was solely to address the 10 CFR 50.49 kind of

8 application, and that was not the intent of the

9 guide.

10 And I think if it is interpreted that

11 way, then some of the claims of the speaker makes

12 sense. But we think that it was just a matter of a

13 lack of clarity, and we hope that this revision has

14 addressed that.

15 One of the other issues that was brought

16 up in the public comments was what was in the

17 version of the draft guide that went out for public

18 comment did not make a very effective case for why

19 are these things different.

20 Part of that is because those of us who

21 understand the technology and have been dealing with

22 it a long time just simply accept that fact, and I

23 will have to admit that we were not very rigorous in

24 trying to identify all the different differences.

25 MEMBER WALLIS: But what is the hang-up?
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1 I mean, if you put a computer in smoke, it is going

2 to be a different problem than putting some switch

3 gear in smoke.

4 DR. WOOD: Right.

5 MEMBER WALLIS: What is the hang-up

6 about saying you have a new problem?

7 DR. WOOD: Well, you would have to ask

8 the commenters, but what we did is try to expand the

9 discussion so that we were much more precise in what

10 the differences were. And these are some of the

11 differences, some functional, and some hardware.

12 And if you are talking about an analog

13 piece or analog module that is performing one

14 function, its loss is not the same as the loss of a

15 microprocessor performing many functions.

16 And then there is the issue of

17 digitizing what had been a continuous application of

18 function in a distributed or let's say in a channel.

19 There is the sequential execution of function, and

20 then as far as hardware goes, there is some

21 differences; more susceptibility for the current

22 integrated circuit technology for radiation

23 tolerance than most of the analog components.

24 There is also an increasing level of

25 complexity in higher circuit density, which could
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1 have some effect on environmental susceptibility,

2 and higher clock speeds and lower voltages could

3 increase or do increase the potential susceptibility

4 to electrical and EMI kind of events.

5 MEMBER WALLIS: Isn't the difference --

6 and this is sort of an aging system, which is

7 different from the old systems, and it is processing

8 information, and therefore has a way of distorting

9 the information and confusing in a way that was not

10 there before?

11 DR. WOOD: I think the main difference

12 has to do with the level of understanding of what is

13 going on under the surface. I think people have a

14 pretty clear understanding of the physics behind

15 some of the analog modules and how is it going to

16 respond to different environmental conditions.

17 But when you are talking about a

18 microprocessor, and you can talk to our colleagues

19 that also deal with software V&V, understanding how

20 that microprocessor is going to respond with all of

21 those number of transistors is maybe a little more

22 complex and are harder to deal with.

23 The applications of microprocessor-based

24 systems for reactor protection systems tend to be

25 functionally the same. That is what the analog
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1 components are, although we have an example in one

2 of our background viewgraphs.

3 MS. ANTONESCU: It is an illustration of

4 an analog channel and a digital channel, and you can

5 see how several of the instruments are being

6 replaced by a microprocessor.

7 MEMBER SIEBER: Is that in our package?

8 MS. ANTONESCU: No it is a back-up

9 slide.

10 DR. WOOD: We can provide this.

11 MEMBER SIEBER: Yes, any slide that you

12 use --

13 DR. WOOD: Any slide that we use, we

14 will provide to you later. This one in particular

15 is just illustrating a simple instrument string

16 within an analog reactor protection system, versus

17 what is basically the full reactor protection system

18 for the advanced boiling water reactor.

19 And one way to look at it is that all of

20 these functions are performed right there. So

21 everything that you do here can be done right there,

22 with the exception of that some of the calibration

23 is probably distributed into the remote multiplexing

24 unit.

25 Now, that is not on one microprocessor.
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1 They tend to break it up so that there is some

2 functional diversity, so that if you lose one

3 microprocessor, you still have functional diverse

4 trip signals within that channel.

5 The other thing that the advanced

6 boiling water reactor protection system adds is

7 inner-channel communication. Whereas before all of

8 the trip logic voting occurred in the relays, this

9 duplicates it. It performs it twice in the trip

10 microprocessor-based unit.

11 And then in your solid state relays, and

12 so it just performs it twice, but there is inner-

13 channel communication through optical isolation, and

14 optically isolated links.

15 But that just illustrates a current

16 version, and it is implemented in Japan, and it is

17 being implemented in Taiwan, and if the ABWR is

18 chosen for the MP 2010 program, it will be

19 implemented here.

20 This design has been reviewed by the NRC

21 staff for the design certification of the ABWR.

22 MEMBER SIEBER: let me ask a question to

23 demonstrate my ignorance. I am aware of a situation

24 where a microprocessor-based instrument had a

25 counter in it, which was basically a timer, and
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1 because of spikes on the emergency buses that were

2 caused by relays closing, it would cause that timer

3 to reset.

4 Now what regulatory guide covers that?

5 Is that 1.180, or is it covered at all?

6 DR. WOOD: It is covered through the

7 provisions of 1.180 dealing with surge, surge

8 withstand testing, and also through conducted EMI.

9 MEMBER SIEBER: Yeah, and on the other

10 hand if it doesn't fail, and it just becomes

11 confused for a second and fails to perform the

12 function.

13 DR. WOOD: Right.

14 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Right.

15 MEMBER WALLIS: So the electromagnetic

16 environment is part of your environment?

17 DR. WOOD: It is part of the

18 environment, and the way that this guide handles it,

19 this proposed guide handles it, is to identify it

20 and make sure that it is considered, and then point

21 to the appropriate guidance for how to address it.

22 And in that guidance, Reg Guide 1.180,

23 it addressed electromagnetic compatibility more than

24 just qualification. It addresses design and

25 implementation practices, as well as essentially
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1 susceptibility practices, and it also addresses how

2 that system may affect that environment through

3 emissions testing.

4 One of the reasons that there were

5 several comments dealing with some positions that

6 have been subsequently deleted is we took a similar

7 approach in the first version of this guide, and

8 dealt with environmental compatibility, rather than

9 just strictly environmental qualification.

10 And so there were things about

11 implementation and design, and looking at lower

12 levels within the system at the components that were

13 indeed expanding the scope of if you called it

14 environmental qualification. It was really

15 environmental compatibility.

16 They weren't presented as required

17 things to do. They were instead presented as

18 information that can supplement the evidence, but

19 because the comments illustrated that they were

20 being understood as requirements, those positions

21 were deleted.

22 So that information, which is useful

23 information, is maintained in the associated

24 NEUREGs. I realize that we are a little limited on

25 time.
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1 MEMBER SIEBER: Right.

2 DR. WOOD: So I will just skip through

3 each of the positions within the guide and talk

4 about the technical basis for those provisions. The

5 main thing is the endorsement of the current

6 national and international standards for

7 environmental qualification, as being appropriate

8 for application for microprocessor-based --

9 MEMBER WALLIS: And the industry objects

10 to it?

11 DR. WOOD: No.

12 MEMBER WALLIS: If that is not a bone of

13 contention, then focus on what the bones of

14 contention are, and maybe we could help.

15 DR. WOOD: Okay. Well, actually we hope

16 to have to have addressed all the bones of

17 contention.

18 MEMBER WALLIS: And so they have

19 accepted them then?

20 DR. WOOD: Well, no.

21 MS. ANTONESCU: They have never seen one

22 resolution once they are implemented.

23 DR. WOOD: I discussed these things at a

24 working group meeting of our EEE323 for the revision

25 of EEE323, and I have discussed these things at
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1 conferences, but we have not had until today a

2 public meeting addressing this guide. So the

3 position here on --

4 MEMBER LEITCH: As I understand it, you

5 can use either one of these standards, but not

6 cherry-pick.

7 DR. WOOD: That's right.

8 MEMBER LEITCH: And you use one in its

9 entirety.

10 DR. WOOD: That's right. I didn't put

11 the words on this viewgraph that said no mixing and

12 matching. You can't just say that I want this out

13 of IEC and I want this out of IEEE.

14 MR LEITCH: We were -- can you say

15 without taking a whole lot of time just what are the

16 major differences between the U.S. and the European

17 standard?

18 DR. WOOD: The European standard

19 provides a lot more detailed guidance, and it breaks

20 the test sequence up into three major categories,

21 and it allows the user to use different specimens in

22 each of those categories as long as there is no

23 demonstrated relationship.

24 So that you don't have to have the same

25 specimen going through every test. The European
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1 standard has some references to other European

2 guides on specific ways to conduct tests. So it

3 gives more detailed information there, but for the

4 most part the two standards, we did a detailed

5 comparison of the two standards. They are very much

6 equivalent.

7 MEMBER LEITCH: I tried to do that, but

8 the version that we got, we only got every other

9 page.

10 MR. DICKSON: That's because the pages

11 that you didn't get, they were in French.

12 MEMBER LEITCH: Oh, okay.

13 DR. WOOD: So if you could read French,

14 then it might have helped you. So anyway the

15 detailed comparison of the standards is the basis

16 for this position.

17 And there was also a comparison of the

18 323- 1983, the current version with the 323-1974

19 version, which is what the staff had endorsed in the

20 past. Then the environmental qualification of this

21 is the unique characteristics, two points were

22 addressed.

23 One is that the equipment should be

24 functioning, and performing its operational

25 activities while being performed, and that is
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1 directly out of IEEE 7-4.3.2, which is also endorsed

2 by the staff.

3 And then the dynamic response of a

4 distributive system under environmental stress

5 should be considered during qualification testing

6 that is consistent with what is in Appendix B and

7 Appendix C of Chapter 7, Chapter 1, in the standard

8 review plan.

9 MEMBER POWERS: Are you making the point

10 of the previous speaker that this stuff is all

11 covered elsewhere?

12 DR. WOOD: These things, these two

13 particular things are stated, but maybe not as

14 directly. The standard review plan, while it

15 provides good guidance, is not intended to be

16 guidance to the industry, but guidance to the

17 reviewer.

18 MEMBER POWERS: It is guidance to the

19 staff and we understand that.

20 MEMBER WALLIS: I thought you were going

21 to try to cover the unique characteristics of

22 microprocessors?

23 DR. WOOD: I will tell you how these two

24 cover those. The first one is that the equipment

25 should be functioning during the tests, which is not
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1 stated in IEEE 323, and it covers the functional

2 density because of the complexity of the function

3 that can be performed.

4 MEMBER POWERS: That is an interesting

5 one. I mean, I like your slide where you pointed

6 out the functional density of microprocessor

7 systems. That is something that I tend to overlook,

8 but then when you say it is functioning during the

9 test, there are so many potential functions of even

10 a simple computer code that you can argue that some

11 of those functions are not being performed in any

12 particular test.

13 DR. WOOD: Well, I will agree that it is

14 not the same as software verification and validation

15 where you try to perform and see that all of the

16 operational codes execute.

17 But you can perform the trip comparison

18 where you have trip conditions that would indicate a

19 trip and you have non-trip conditions. You can

20 perform those kinds of functions.

21 MEMBER POWERS: Sure. I can pick out

22 some particular high level functions, but all the

23 low level ones I can -- I mean, it would be

24 physically impossible to say every single function

25 of this thing has operated in this test.
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1 DR. KORSAH: I think we should make a

2 qualification that this is a hardware situation and

3 not software where V&V. Before you come to this

4 level, you must have done a lot of V&V which

5 incorporates all the different types of testing that

6 you can have, and a 99 percent confidence that this

7 is going to work and those kinds of things.

8 DR. WOOD: And when you are dealing with

9 a software system, you are dealing with software

10 operating on hardware under whichever environment it

11 is in, and there is an infinite range of

12 combinations that could occur.

13 But the point here is that this is not a

14 survivability test and demonstrating that it can

15 perform its function. And not to demonstrate that

16 it can perform absolutely every function. And then

17 the dynamic response of a distributed system deals

18 with the sequential execution of function.

19 If you have information that has to go

20 from this microprocessor across a network to that

21 microprocessor, depending on what kind of

22 handshaking you have in that communication, the

23 effect of the environment on those communication

24 interfaces can affect the overall system response.

25 And it is not a new requirement, because
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1 there is a lot of information about you need to look

2 at the dynamic response of your system, and this is

3 just making sure that you don't forget it.

4 Just because you can't test a

5 distributed system like the ABWR system as a whole

6 and all in one chamber, doesn't mean that you

7 shouldn't do an analysis accompanying that system.

8 The environmental effects here, coupled

9 with the environmental effects here, don't add up to

10 a cumulative delay that affect the system response.

11 These are not earth-shaking requirements, if you

12 want to call them requirements. Guidance.

13 They are just intended to make sure that

14 the users of the guidance is aware that these are

15 two particular issues.

16 MEMBER WALLIS: What are you thinking of

17 here? I mean, that there is a computer here and a

18 computer there and talking through some kind of a

19 line, and someone comes and operates a welder, and

20 the electromagnetic thing coming out from the weld

21 sends false signals along the line. Is that the

22 kind of thing that you are thinking of?

23 DR. WOOD: Well, that is one thing that

24 could happen. The ABWR example that I used, the

25 remote multiplexing units to be in the reactor
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1 building, because they are there multiplexing data

2 and sending it then to the location of the control

3 room for the trip calculations.

4 There is a distributive system, and you

5 can't put it all in one chamber.

6 MEMBER WALLIS: I have no idea what the

7 test sequence might be for something like that.

8 Maybe we should move on.

9 DR. WOOD: Okay. The other one which

10 was mentioned was electromagnetic compatibility

11 testing, and the susceptibility of surge to

12 withstand, and this is the worldwide practice, the

13 international practice.

14 So our position is that it belongs here,

15 and it is being put there in IEEE 323 in the next

16 revision.

17 MS. ANTONESCU: And the EPRI document

18 107330.

19 DR. WOOD: That's true, the EPRI

20 guidance on qualification of PLCs.

21 MS. ANTONESCU: And it also mentioned in

22 IEEE 7.4.3.2., too.

23 DR. WOOD: The application locations

24 were simply intended to streamline the initial

25 determination of do you need to address aging and if
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1 you do type testing. And it is not a radical

2 departure, and we tried to look at the information

3 that was being provided by public comments and

4 adjust things that it is much more practical to

5 implement and avoid some of the potential for burden

6 that were illustrated in the public comments.

7 But basically Location A categories

8 correspond to 10 CFR 50.49 locations. Traditional

9 aging factors must be accounted for in

10 qualification, and that is what Reg Guide 1.189

11 says. It is consistent with that.

12 Category C locations are really the new

13 thing, and it is intended to RELAP the position that

14 is in the standard. Category C locations are areas

15 that employ environmental control and it is

16 generally acknowledged that there are not

17 traditional aging factors in those areas.

18 And so aging is not a necessary step in

19 qualification, nor is the determination of do you

20 have significant aging mechanisms. And then

21 Category B is everything else.

22 The only thing this does is take the

23 model environments that exist in IEEE 323-1983, and

24 set aside a small subset of locations which

25 correspond to environmentally controlled locations,
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1 and says you don't have the burden of trying to

2 determine do I have to address aging. That is the

3 purpose of --

4 MEMBER POWERS: When you are discussing

5 aging here, are you discussing aging over the course

6 of an event, or over the course of a lifetime of a

7 plant?

8 DR. WOOD: Over the installed life of

9 the piece of equipment.

10 MEMBER SIEBER: The difficulty with that

11 is that it is pretty subjective as to how much

12 ventilation you have and so forth. It seems to me

13 that your model environments in Category C are

14 pretty mild.

15 DR. WOOD: They are.

16 MS. ANTONESCU: It is a controlled

17 environment.

18 DR. WOOD: We floated the term benign.

19 MEMBER SIEBER: On the other hand, it is

20 usually cold in this room, but if I run this

21 computer all day, it is hot.

22 DR. WOOD: Oh, yes.

23 MEMBER SIEBER: So it depends on how we

24 put it into place.

25 DR. WOOD: That is exactly right. And
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1 the purpose of qualification is to verify that the

2 design accommodates the environment and the

3 conditions or the practices are to test your

4 equipment in its installed condition, and to have

5 all the connections that it would have in its

6 installed location.

7 MEMBER LEITCH: So can you help me here

8 a little bit with EMI and RFI? We have another

9 document which I believe is presently out for public

10 comment, and in fact maybe the public comment period

11 is closed, and I guess within the next month or two

12 we are going to be seeing that here.

13 Does that intermesh with what you are

14 speaking about here, with the microprocessors?

15 DR. WOOD: Yes.

16 MEMBER LEITCH: In other words, is that

17 being revised also primarily to --

18 MS. ANTONESCU: We are in the process of

19 revising Reg Guide 1.180 regarding EMI/RFI, and I

20 believe that were scheduled to appear in front of

21 you next month to give a presentation.

22 MEMBER LEITCH: Those modifications are

23 to address microprocessors?

24 MS. ANTONESCU: No, no.

25 DR. WOOD: No, because the original
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1 version covered analog and digital, and the

2 modifications deal with basically some issues that

3 could not be addressed in the first version because

4 there weren't mature standards that could do that.

5 There is a more full compliment and the

6 other thing is trying to provide an endorsement of

7 the international, of the IEC standards.

8 MEMBER LEITCH: Okay. Thanks.

9 MEMBER WALLIS: Has this been through a

10 subcommittee?

11 MEMBER SIEBER: No.

12 MEMBER WALLIS: That is why we are

13 getting all this --

14 MEMBER SIEBER: yes this is cold.

15 MEMBER WALLIS: EMI is electromagnetic

16 interference?

17 DR. WOOD: Yes.

18 MEMBER WALLIS: So it is a separate

19 guide from this one?

20 DR. WOOD: yes.

21 MEMBER POWERS: It has been before the

22 committee since you have been on the committee.

23 DR. KORSAH: That Reg Guide 1.180 deals

24 specifically with EMI. This reg guide deals with

25 all aspects of the environment; high temperature,
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1 humidity, EMI, and those kinds of things.

2 MEMBER WALLIS: So it deals with all of

3 them?

4 DR. KORSAH: All of them, yes.

5 MEMBER POWERS: It was in fact one of

6 our complaints about the EMI/RFI was that the reg

7 guide didn't address all of the stressors.

8 DR. WOOD: We tried to listen.

9 MEMBER POWERS: Darn it. You are not

10 supposed to do that.

11 DR. WOOD: I apologize. How do those

12 location categories show up as positions and there

13 were a lot of comments because it was I think not

14 well presented in the original version, and we think

15 that it is now.

16 And to make it clearer what is the

17 intent, and the intent is not to go out and map

18 every plant. The intent is to identify some

19 locations that everyone can agree are harsh, and

20 everyone can agree don't have aging mechanisms.

21 So that you don't have to go through an

22 assessment. So Category A, which are the 10 CFR

23 50.49 kind of categories, the so-called harsh

24 environments subject to design-basis accidents,

25 aging must be addressed, and the conditions and
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1 clarifications, and exceptions, however you want to

2 call them, that are in Reg Guide 1.189, are

3 incorporated within DG-1077 by reference.

4 For a microprocessor-based system, you

5 can use IEEE 323, or you can use IEC 6780. That is

6 for Category A. For Category C, and I will jump

7 down a little bit, aging does not need to be

8 addressed and so it can be omitted from the test

9 sequence if type testing is used, and there does not

10 have to be any documentation of the age conditioning

11 or the assessment of age conditioning.

12 Category B, which of course is

13 equivalent to what had to be done for model

14 environments in any event, you have to assess

15 whether there is a significant aging mechanism.

16 You either include your aging condition

17 if there are as part of your documentation, or you

18 can include the findings of your assessment, saying

19 that there aren't significant aging mechanisms. So

20 I think it is pretty clear, I hope.

21 And then the final -- I will get this

22 right probably after the presentation is over, and I

23 apologize. The final position deals with margin,

24 and the purpose for this position being there is

25 that there is one suggested margin factor in IEEE
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1 323 that is not included in IEC 6780, and so it is

2 just identified that if you are using IEC 6780,

3 consider this as one of the suggested margin

4 factors.

5 So that is basically the position, and

6 now to try to be brief about it, four positions were

7 deleted from what went out for public comment,

8 because we agreed with the substance of the comment.

9 Maybe not the details, but certainly that this could

10 constitute an expansion of what has traditionally be

11 called environmental qualification.

12 One dealt with standards and test

13 practices used by the integrated circuit

14 manufacturers can be identified and listed for each

15 supplier to ensure the use of quality components.

16 And that is basically to say that it is

17 fine to say that this type is representative of this

18 entire product line, but what if there is a change

19 in the supplier of this integrated circuit.

20 How do you know that is the same quality

21 as the one that you tested. In Japan, Hitachi

22 performs these kinds of tests on every chip that is

23 sent to them that is going into their nuclear power

24 plant product line.

25 But still an electromigration issue
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1 occurred at Akashiwasaki wae-ri wae (phonetic), but

2 that was from a much earlier version. This was

3 Position 8 in what was released for public comment.

4 The intention was not that the licensee perform

5 these tests, or that the vendor perform these tests.

6 The intention was that you just document

7 that these kinds of tests were performed for every

8 component product line that you use.

9 MEMBER FORD: But you do know how to

10 relate those standardized tests to the variation in

11 all the temperatures, and radiation, and sulfide,

12 and all those wonderful range of things that you

13 could have in a reactor.

14 These are good for, as you said, for

15 Hitachi to come out and say hey, and put a stamp on

16 it, but it has not relation at all, risk-based, or-

17 risk informed, or otherwise, for how long it is

18 going to last in the reactor.

19 DR. WOOD: The only relation that we

20 were intending to promote is that this indicates

21 that you are using a qualify product, and that it

22 has been demonstrated to be capable of surviving in

23 the kinds of =-

24 MEMBER FORD: Yes, but you can say a

25 Rolls Royce is a great product, but it won't last in
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1 the Sahara.

2 DR. WOOD: Your arguments and the

3 arguments of the public comments were well taken,

4 and that is why this position was taken.

5 MEMBER FORD: So why is it taken out? I

6 thought that this document that you formulated is an

7 umbrella document?

8 DR. WOOD: It is.

9 MEMBER FORD: So why then take out the

10 most important part?

11 DR. WOOD: Well, what we have taken out

12 here is the umbrella information for environmental

13 compatibility. We have the road map for -- what

14 remains is the road map for environmental

15 qualification. The things that were taken out dealt

16 with quality, and design, and implementation, which

17 are not direct elements of environmental

18 qualification.

19 Environmental qualification by

20 definition is verification of your design, that your

21 design can accommodate its environment. So these

22 other things dealt with building quality in and

23 using designs that minimize the -- I guess what

24 kinds of environments it might be exposed to.

25 MEMBER FORD: So how would you deal
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1 with, for instance, an ACR-700? It would seem to be

2 certified and you are judging whether that should be

3 used, qualified, and do you just go on to Hitachi

4 microprocessors and say, hey, pass their rests, and

5 therefore it is okay?

6 DR. WOOD: No, this was not intended to

7 be I guess a free pass beyond the qualification

8 process of your system, or your piece of equipment.

9 This was just some supplemental information that

10 could confirm that if you have done type testing

11 that that type is in fact representative of every

12 incarnation of that system that is going to be

13 placed in your plant.

14 If you buy a replacement, an exact

15 replacement two years from now, and you have gotten

16 that from a different vendor.

17 MEMBER FORD: Then how do you relate

18 that entire past design to how it will behave in the

19 reactor specifically then?

20 DR. WOOD: You do it through

21 environmental qualification, and subjecting it to

22 the kinds of environments that are --

23 MEMBER FORD: Okay. Then this is just

24 to make sure that every item that you get is the

25 same?
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1 DR. WOOD: Right.

2 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, one of the

3 problems there is that a lot of this stuff I think

4 ius going to be commercial off-the-shelf, which

5 means that the manufacturer and the chip maker,

6 which is usually two different folks, can change

7 whatever they want at any time that they want and

8 call it an improved model, or don't call it

9 anything, and you don't know whether that device is

10 qualified or not, except for the piece of paper that

11 you get with it.

12 DR. WOOD: That is going to happen, and

13 at least looking at it, the way to address it is

14 part of quality control, but you are right. Two

15 years from now the next commercial product, or the

16 next instance of that commercial product may not be

17 the same as the one that was dedicated.

18 So those are tricky things that are

19 additional burdens for the staff.

20 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, I think that the

21 standard is weak when addressing that, you know.

22 You don't have requirements that say, well, you had

23 better analyze to make sure that the chips are the

24 same, and the motherboards are the same, and the

25 cabinet is the same, and the connections are the
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1 same. The other components that fit in there are

2 the same.

3 DR. WOOD: It says those things except

4 for make sure that the chips are the same.

5 DR. KORSAH: And I think in addition to

6 that, and to be fair, most IC manufacturers actually

7 do have a lot of stress screening tests for quality

8 control.

9 MEMBER SIEBER: That's true, but those

10 tests are not specifically designed for harsh

11 environments. They are designed to make sure that

12 they can product a high quality chip or the $200 or

13 $300 that they charge for them.

14 DR. KORSAH: But one of the reasons why

15 we listen to the public comments in this particular

16 issue is that in fact when we looked at the actual

17 stress screening test that they do, and many of the

18 temperatures and humidities are compatible with the

19 design of the design basis accidents that you might

20 see. So that is why we listen to the public

21 comments also.

22 MEMBER WALLIS: I think the interesting

23 thing here is that you have got an industry which is

24 mature and has regulations, and is an industry

25 developed very slowly, and there have been very
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1 significant changes in the design of a PWR/BWR

2 regulations, and it doesn't matter if they have a

3 response time of 5 or 10 years.

4 Now you have got an industry with

5 microprocessors and chips which is developing all

6 the time, and things change year, by year, by year.,

7 by year. And it is just interesting to see if this

8 agency can respond to that kind of technology

9 predicted into this very slow moving technology.

10 DR. WOOD: Those of us in the

11 instrumentation and control field have always

12 chuckled a little bit whenever obsolescence is

13 brought up because obsolescence in the digital world

14 takes on a completely different meaning and pace.

15 But we felt like there was value to this

16 position,b ut we agreed with the public comments

17 that this position complicated this guidance, and so

18 it was deleted. The information still exists.

19 And basically the same thing here for

20 multi-tiered protection. The motivation behind

21 putting it there to begin with was to address

22 things like smoke.

23 This was really the only way that we

24 could take the findings of the research project, and

25 have an impact. And it was not a requirement that
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1 you do things in a particular way. It was a

2 suggestion that you document the different things

3 that you do that can minimize your potential

4 vulnerability to environmental conditions.

5 But again it was perceived an additional

6 burden, and we acknowledge that this deals with the

7 bigger score of environmental compatibility, versus

8 environmental qualification.

9 So this was deleted in the revised draft

10 guide, but the information still is maintained in

11 the accompanying NEUREGs. And then the final two,

12 and basically the first one about identifying life-

13 limited components.

14 It was a bit of, well, if we are not

15 doing a qualified life, how do you know that you

16 can't leave it, and how do you realize that they

17 can't leave it there for 60 years.

18 But then the public comments caused us

19 to think about it a little bit, and we looked in a

20 little more detail at the standard, and that is

21 explicitly stated as one of the bits of information

22 that you collate about your product.

23 So it was in this case redundant with

24 what was being endorsed, and so it was deleted.

25 MEMBER WALLIS: The problem with rapidly
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1 developing technology like this is that by the time

2 that you have done enough to find out what the

3 operational life of something is, you can't even buy

4 it anymore because it has developed into several

5 others.

6 DR. WOOD: Well, you would like for your

7 I&C system to be good for about 15 years, and then

8 the last one had to do with on-line surveillance,

9 and there are surveillance -- some surveillance

10 guidance in Reg Guide 1.189 for harsh environments,

11 where you can't access your equipment, and we agreed

12 with the public comments that this was not necessary

13 in this guide, because it also addressed some issues

14 that dealt with design.

15 So that position was deleted. So what

16 we feel is that we have got a fairly straightforward

17 reg guide, and that is perfectly consistent with the

18 practices, but it can eliminate the need for each

19 vendor submitting their program and an individual

20 evaluation of that program.

21 And now I will rest my voice and also

22 your ears and let the lovely Ms. Antonescu serenade

23 you with the conclusions.

24 MEMBER SIEBER: I have a question to ask

25 before you jump ahead.
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1 DR. WOOD: Okay.

2 MEMBER SIEBER: I presume that things

3 like fiberoptics are not covered under any of these

4 standards because they are not electric other than

5 the sending and receiving end of it.

6 So what do you do about qualification,

7 environmental qualification and things like

8 fiberoptics?

9 DR. WOOD: There is a reg guide and

10 there is a standard, IEEE Standard 383, that

11 addresses cables and there is a significant research

12 program looking at --

13 MEMBER SIEBER: I am aware of the

14 research program.

15 DR. WOOD: Exactly.

16 MEMBER SIEBER: But the standard I

17 thought addressed metallic?

18 DR. WOOD: It does. It does not address

19 optical cables.

20 MS. ANTONESCU: But I think in one of

21 the future revisions it will address fiberoptic

22 cable.

23 DR. WOOD: For what is going to be

24 balloted this year throughout IEEE, it will not, but

25 for the next revision, I think they have plans to
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1 take that up.

2 But you are talking about maybe 5 years

3 before that happens, and one of the public comments

4 suggested somebody needs to look at optic cables.

5 MEMBER SIEBER: It seems that somebody

6 could jump in right now and decide to install it,

7 and the staff would be running around like chickens

8 with their heads cut off trying to figure out what

9 do I do now, because it doesn't fit anything.

10 DR. WOOD: Right. The design that I

11 showed of the ABWR uses optical fiber networks.

12 DR. WOOD: And military applications are

13 strong on that, too, because it eliminates the radio

14 frequency interference, and all that kind of stuff.

15 DR. WOOD: But the cables themselves are

16 covered in another reg guide, and are beyond the

17 scope of both Reg Guide 1.189, I believe, and I

18 can't say that for sure, but definitely DG-1077.

19 MEMBER SIEBER: They aren't in here, and

20 they are not in any other place that I am aware of.

21 DR. WOOD: Okay.

22 MR. BESSETTE: Just additional

23 knowledge, but you are aware of the aging research

24 programs, and things like that. But there is also a

25 small research program done about 5 years ago for
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1 looking at qualification issues associated with

2 fiberoptics.

3 MEMBER SIEBER: I am aware of that.

4 MR. BESSETTE: Okay.

5 MEMBER SIEBER: But that is not a

6 regulation.

7 MR. BESSETTE: No, it is not, but we

8 have some information that if we chose to do a fast

9 track regulatory position.

10 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, I could see this

11 becoming an issue, because maybe you don't have

12 fiberoptics thrown all over containment, but you

13 have got optical isolators, and things like that

14 which are just little tiny sections of fiber that

15 are embedded in a chip, and so the issues are there.

16 And it seems to me that they are

17 affected by radiation in a more significant way than

18 metallic conductors are.

19 DR. WOOD: I know that there has been a

20 lot of research that has been conducted, and I

21 recall from some discussions at one of those DOE

22 meetings that we had trying to bring I&C experts

23 together. And a particular individual telling me

24 that the optical cables susceptibility to radiation

25 was perhaps misstated.
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1 Yes, it does have an effect in the

2 visible frequency ranges, but it is perfectly okay

3 in some of the other frequency ranges.

4 MEMBER SIEBER: And it become opaque and

5 it also become brittle.

6 DR. WOOD: Yes, that's true.

7 CHAIRMAN BONACA: We are running out of

8 time.

9 DR. WOOD: Okay.

10 MS. ANTONESCU: So I would like to wrap

11 up by going over again the benefits of this reg

12 guide. It does give explicit guidance on acceptable

13 methods for environmental qualification of safety

14 related microprocessor-based equipment.

15 It provides a comprehensive guidance

16 since the guidance that we have right now is

17 distributed all over several sources as Mr. Wood

18 said on Reg Guide 1.189, and NEUREG 0588, and

19 (inaudible) Chapter 7 and Chapter 3.

20 And also it provides endorsement of the

21 current national and international standards,

22 consensus standards. And it does include specific

23 guidance to address unique characteristics of

24 microprocessor-based technology.

25 And finally to it supports a streamlined
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1 approach to the initial determination of whether

2 aging is necessary. And specifically by designating

3 plant location that clearly do not require aging,

4 and you have seen Dr. Wood's presentation and that

5 category.

6 So your public comments provide clarify

7 and a sharper focus on this reg guide, and in

8 particular the public comment showed widespread

9 support for endorsement of the current standards,

10 and many of the comments were a result of a

11 misunderstanding of the intent and application of

12 the reg guide, and so we improved it.

13 The regulatory discussion and position

14 were expanded and we improved on them. So this

15 provided more clarity.

16 MEMBER FORD: What is your basis for

17 saying that? Do you have widespread agreement with

18 this? Have they come back for a second time around

19 to look at your revised documents? What is your

20 basis for saying --

21 DR. WOOD: What she is saying is support

22 for the endorsement of the current standards, and

23 that is not the same as support for the draft guide.

24 MS. ANTONESCU: For the consensus

25 standards.
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1 DR. WOOD: They recommended that other

2 venues be used to endorse the standards.

3 MS. ANTONESCU: And so we have public

4 comment open for revision, and scope and purpose,

5 and we did clarify those, and finally we found some

6 positions that Dr. Wood mentioned that were

7 completely deleted because there was supplemental

8 information supporting the environmental

9 compatibility, but not directly to an environmental

10 qualification.

11 And those were -- some of them were like

12 the I&C manufacturing and testing. And overall it

13 supports the NRC mission, and it contributes to

14 achieving NRC goals, and helps maintain safety by

15 providing an approach for verifying the

16 environmental stress, and it does not hinder

17 performance.

18 It gives a definitive explicit guide on

19 acceptable practices, and it reduces its regulatory

20 burden by minimizing potential regulatory

21 uncertainty, and streamlining the determination of

22 necessary qualification steps, and that is the

23 example of when aging is necessary.

24 And it improves the regulatory

25 effectiveness by giving explicit guidance on
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1 acceptable practices, for environmental

2 qualification, and addresses unique characteristics.

3 So we do thank you for the opportunity

4 to present this guide to you today, and we look

5 forward to a letter with your comments on this draft

6 reg guide.

7 MEMBER WALLIS: If I go back and read

8 the Winston and Strawn comments, they are exactly

9 the opposite of yours. They are saying that it is

10 unnecessary and unwarranted, and have no effect on

11 safety, and it doesn't part from minimizing the

12 uncertainty, and it creates confusion and

13 instability in the process.

14 MS. ANTONESCU: I'm sorry, which --

15 MEMBER WALLIS: I am reading their

16 letter here I don't understand how to reconcile

17 these positions.

18 MS. ANTONESCU: Well, we have a

19 viewgraph on --

20 MEMBER WALLIS: Have you established

21 that there is a reconciliation of their views in

22 some way?

23 MS. ANTONESCU: We have reconciled, yes.

24 MEMBER WALLIS: You have reconciled?

25 With these extremely different views, you have
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1 reconciled? You think you have reconciled?

2 DR. WOOD: What we believe is that the

3 disagreements over the need for this guidance were

4 based on a misunderstanding of the guidance, and we

5 went through great pains to try to be much more

6 systematic in the discussion that led into the

7 regulatory position, and we deleted positions within

8 the regulatory position that we agree could have led

9 to complications and uncertainty, and additional

10 burden.

11 MEMBER WALLIS: Maybe it would be

12 appropriate to ask the representative from Winston &

13 Strawn saying that now that I have heard this, do

14 they agree.

15 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, whether they have

16 heard it or not, to be able to give an opinion one

17 way or the other, because they have not given them

18 word by word changes.

19 CHAIRMAN BONACA: yes.

20 MEMBER SIEBER: And had they given them

21 the justification for the comments, as they had

22 about --

23 MEMBER WALLIS: What are we supposed to

24 do? We are not going to write a letter are we? I

25 don't have a basis for deciding either. This has
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1 not been seen by the people who were very critical

2 of the previous views, and so I really don't know

3 what to say.

4 MEMBER SIEBER: Perhaps we can provide

5 the members with a copy of the public comments and

6 resolution that you gave me.

7 MR. HORIN: If I may, I might suggest

8 that I think consistent with previous practice and

9 first off, I do want to express appreciation for

10 your efforts to address the comments, and I

11 recognize that there has been a lot of effort and

12 thought in that respect.

13 But again the devil is in the details as

14 they say, and we have not seen what the end result

15 is. So we would appreciate an opportunity to be

16 able to review what the proposed changes are, and

17 have an opportunity to interact in some fashion in

18 that regard.

19 It may even be appropriate at some point

20 whether the subcommittee or this committee might

21 want an opportunity to look at that next generation

22 with an opportunity already having been provided for

23 additional review.

24 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, that goes beyond

25 what the regulations require for the issuance of a
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1 regulatory guide. You know, you don't keep on

2 going, and going, and going.

3 DR. WOOD: I will note that I did have

4 or I did attend the working group meeting, and I am

5 now a member of the working group for the IEEE on

6 IEEE 323, the revision of IEEE 323.

7 And I did engage in discussions with the

8 group that is writing the revision of that standard,

9 and I have had a lot of discussions with our

10 international colleagues as well, and I have had

11 discussions with a variety of members of the

12 industry stakeholders.

13 I think that the guidance itself, the

14 major objections as you indicated, had to do with

15 whether or not this was expanding the scope of 10

16 CFR 50.49. I hope that we have illustrated that

17 that is not the case.

18 The other had to do with defining the

19 EMI/RFI as an aging stressor.

20 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Right.

21 DR. WOOD: And I hope that we have also

22 indicated that we didn't do that, but we are moving

23 into agreement with the international position that

24 it is an environmental condition.

25 While that large document that you have
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1 with the response to the public comments, there were

2 115 comments, and a little less than half of those

3 were just repetitive. The majority of them dealt

4 with the need for this guide.

5 And is the existing guidance sufficient,

6 and is this guide consistent, and is this guide

7 confusing, and is there a need for something for a

8 microprocessor-based versus analog.

9 We think that we have addressed those

10 things by clarifying the discussion. The issue of

11 the location categories, we think we also addressed

12 by clarifying how do you use them, and trying to

13 make their application a lot more practical.

14 The issue of the scope of qualification

15 is a matter of understanding what qualification is,

16 and I could give you another two hours on

17 qualifications, but I won't do that.

18 CHAIRMAN BONACA: The only concern that

19 I have about writing a report on this at this stage

20 is that in part it is true that the devil is in the

21 details, and you are still in the process of

22 communicating with industry.

23 And we intentionally waited until the

24 comments were resolved. I mean, I think --

25 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, maybe I could
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1 address that. One of the problems that I think we

2 had in our procedure was that there was no

3 subcommittee meeting. In fact, there is no I&C

4 subcommittee that I am aware of.

5 And so we came into this cold and the

6 documents that I now have, or the ones that or some

7 of which I had to ask for, because I knew they were

8 generally produced during the course of staff's

9 doing their business.

10 And I have had the opportunity now to

11 ask for them, and received them, and study them,

12 which gives me an advantage over everybody else, and

13 that's probably why I tend to be a little flip with

14 my responses, for which I apologize.

15 On the other hand, if I were in other

16 committee members' shoes, I would say I certainly

17 have not been provided with enough information to

18 make this decision.

19 And I don't know that we can provide the

20 documents, and I think in the aggregate that the

21 documents do answer the questions. On the other

22 hand, it is a pretty good sized stack for overnight

23 reading.

24 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, I think we should

25 end the meeting, and then when we talk about the
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reports, then we will discuss it at that time and

see what -- because I mean that there are things

that can be said, and so why don't we do that.

MEMBER SIEBER: I think that would be a

good idea. So I will turn it back to you.

CHAIRMAN BONACA: Okay.

MEMBER SIEBER: But I would like to

thank our speakers today for good presentations,

and good preparation for the discussion, and

representatives from Winston & Strawn for coming

here and giving us the views of the Nuclear Utility

Group on Equipment Qualification. So with that, I

will turn it back to you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN BONACA: Thank you. With that,

I thank you very much, and we will take a recess

until 5:15, and at this point, we will not need the

recorder anymore. So, at 5:15, we will just talk

about these reports and see what we have, and what

our plans are.

(Whereupon, the hearing was concluded at

approximately 5:01 p.m.)
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vUnited States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

GSI-1 91
"ASSESSMENT OF DEBRIS

ACCUMULATION ON PWR SUMP
PERFORMANCE"

Gary M. Holahan
pmh~nrc.gov (301) 415-2884

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Director Division of Systems Safety and Analysis

February 6, 2003

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

GSI-1 91 Presentation
* RES Study Concluded that PWR Sump

Concerns were Credible but Need to be
Addressed on Plant Specific Basis
- More and finer debris could be generated by a HELB
- Sump clogging due to more and finer debris

* ACRS Involvement requested
- MD 6.4 role to Advise the Staff on the processes and

methodologies for addressing Generic Safety Issues
- OL 701 Role to Review selected CRGR Generic

Communication packages before Public Comment
Stage

ACRS M..ong
F.bnr..y i, 2003
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United SaeNulaReutoyCommission

GSI-1 91 Presentation

Justification for Interim Operation
- Low probability of LOCA requiring recirculation
- Higher frequency LOCAs more time to or no recirculation, less

debris, operator recovery potential

- Likelihood qualified piping will leak before break
- Margins in NPSH available, uncredited containment

overpressure, cavitation operation potential

- PWR containment/sump compartmentalized configuration
- Ongoing industry actions to improve sumps and increase

containment cleanliness
- Ongoing configuration assessment walkdowns 3

ACRS M.Wig3
F.b.ruy 6 2003

at A .United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

PResolution Process for GSI-1 91
* Activities include

- Revise Regulatory Guide 1.82
- PWR Industry Initiative to Develop Guidance for Plant Specific Evaluation
- Generic Letter

* Plant specific assessment needed to assure the reliability of ECCS in
recirculation .

* PWR industry to develop guidance acceptable to NRC to evaluate
configurations

* Oversee evaluations of recirculation adequacy
- Review generic letter responses
- Sample audits of evaluations
- Temporary instruction to allow inspection oversight of activities

4
ACRS M.enn
Februay S. 2003
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a s United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

STATUS AND PROPOSED
RESOLUTION OF GSI-191

"ASSESSMENT OF DEBRIS
ACCUMULATION ON PWR SUMP

PERFORMANCE"Y

Ralph E. Architzel
rea~nrc.gov (301) 415-2804

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Division of Systems Safety and Analysis

Plant Systems Branch
February 6, 2003

top
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hi 5~ hUnited States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Generic Safety Issue GSI -191

* 10 CFR 50.46 (b)(5) and Appendix A to 10 CFR 50, Criterion 35
Require Long Term Emergency Core Cooling

* Debris Blockage of Sump Screens may Prevent the Injection of
Water into the Reactor Core or Containment Spray

* USI A-43 Examined Emergency Sump Performance
- closed in 1985 (Generic Letter 85-22; Reg Guide 1.82 Rev. 1)

* GSI -191 (1996) Re-Assesses Effect of Debris Accumulation on
PWR Sump Performance due to
- Events at BWRs
- New information identified since USI A-43 closure, including BWR

resolution
- RES completed Technical Assessement; currently in regulations and

AClSM.l.g guidance development stage 7
F.b.Vy X, 2003

3
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.. United- States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

LANL Support Activities

* NRR Contracted LANL for technical support
* Provides continuity of GSI issue and related technical

support

* Completing a set of calculations for volunteer plant

* Commenting on Industry Evaluation Guidelines
* Addressed testing or knowledge base uncertainties

* Evaluated potential operator recovery actions to
complement parametric study results

13
ACRS M..dng
F.b.t.ry f 2003
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Industry Meetings/initiatives

* NEI PWR Sump Perf6rmance Task Force 1997

* Regular Meetings and Conference calls

* Since completion of Technical Assessment:

* March 28, 2002
- NRC Action Plan addressed

- Industry Initiative 6 Step program
* No submittal but will coordinate with NRC
* Regulatory Implementation for NRC action

14
ACIS bm.ing
Febm, .2
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* May 30, 2002
- Presentation/discussion of Condition Assessment Guidelines

(NEI-02-01)

* July 2, 2002

- Review of potential interim actions and regulatory
assessment

* July 30-31, 2002
- NRC attended/presented at NEI PWR Sump Performance

Workshop

15
ACRS Lt.Mb g
FWby 6 2003

, iUnited States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

***NRC/PWR Industry Meetings (Cont.)

* August 29, 2002

- Revision of Condition Assessment Guidelines (NEI-02-01)
for NRC comments and Industry experience

- Addition of HPSI throttle valve blockage to scope

* October 24,'2002
- Status of action plan/GL
- Discuss draft NEI Evaluation methodology ground rules

- Discuss PCI letter concerning head loss due to
fiber/particulate combinations

* November 18, 2002 - ANS Winter meeting session 16
ACS M..tIln1
Febm.uy 6, 203 -
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%*#*NTRC/PWR Industry Meetings- (cont.)
* December 12, 2002

- Additional ground rules sections presented
* General Technical
* Debris Generation

- Discussed NRC perspectives on Design and Testing for
GSI-191 Resolution

• Planned March 4, 2003
- Status of action plan/GUOperator Recovery TLR
- Discuss NRC comments on NEI Evaluation methodology

ground rules received
- NEI present additional ground rules sections

ARS - Visit UNM Thermal Hydraulics laboratory 17
F.b.uy .2003

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
a i. /1-

Current Plans and Schedules
* Issue Draft Generic Letter for Public Comment (First

Quarter, 2003)
- Following CRGR review
- Draft GL is predecisional pending CRGR approval

* Issue Generic Letter (Summer 2003)
- ACRS review before final if desired/substantive changes

* Industry (NEI) to Issue Guidance for Plant Specific
Evaluation (September 2003)
- ACRS meeting planned to present PWR IEG and NRC review
- Final ACRS review of Generic Issue 191 at MPA closure stage

18
ACRS M.Wn 18
F.bny 4 2003
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PROPOSED GENERIC LETTER 2003-XX
"POTENTIAL IMPACT OF DEBRIS

BLOCKAGE ON EMERGENCY
RECIRCULATION AT

PRESSURIZED-WATER REACTORS"
John Lehning, General Engineer

Jxl4@nrc.gov (301) 415-3285 -
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Division of Systems Safety and Analysis
Plant Systems Branch

February 6, 2003

N f United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Purposes of-Generic Letter
* Apprise PWR licensees of NRC research identifying

the potential susceptibility of PWRs to containment
recirculation sump screen blockage

* Apprise PWR licensees of additional adverse effects
due to post-accident debris blockage

* Request that PWR licensees'evaluate the ECCS and
CSS recirculation functions, and, if appropriate, take
additional actions to ensure their reliability

* Require that PWR licensees inform the NRC of the
extent to which they will take the requested actions

24
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Phenomenology
* Debris Generation

- Primarily jet impingement
- Secondarily temperature/humidity, flooding

* Pre-existing Debris Sources
* Debris Transport

- Washdown from spray and break flows
- Transport within pool if turbulence is sufficient

* Debris Accumulation
- Suspended debris
- Sliding debris

26
ACRS Wasin2
F.brzy 4. 2003

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Concerns Addressed in Generic Letter
* Sump screen debris blockage

- Potential loss of NPSH margin to ECCS and
CSS pumps

- Potential deformation of sump screens
* Upstream debris blockage at flow

restrictions in containment drainage paths
* Downstream debris blockage at flow

restrictions in ECCS and CSS
27
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Requested Actions
* Perform a mechanistic evaluation of the

susceptibility of the ECCS and .CSS
recirculation functions to debris blockage

* Assess necessity of,-and, if appropriate,
implement interim compensatory measures to
mitigate the potential for sump clogging prior
to performing evaluation

* Implement any plant modifications necessary
to restore compliance with NRC regulations

ACRS MWI.ng 28
F.bruye 6. 2003

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Information Request
* GL cites 10 CFR 50.54(f) to require response

* Response is requested in two parts
- Purposes of information request:

- To ensure PWR licensees have timely plans to
perform requested actions

- To ensure potential risks associated with sump
clogging are being adequately managed

- To elicit information concerning the results of the
requested evaluation in support of resolving Generic
Safety Issue 191 30
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Februa.y 6, 2003
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Coordination- with Industry
* NEI is developing guidance for licensees to

evaluate sump screen adequacy

* NEI addressed staff comments concerning
guidance for containment surveillances

* NEI evaluation methodology guidance may be
more challenging for reaching agreement

* GL tentatively endorses NEI guidance, but
provides for potential disagreements

ACRS MWOiWg 31
F.bn..ry 6. 2003
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

~*L¢icensee Resolution Actions
(For plants that are degraded but operable)

NEI02-01, GL issued Ist GL Response,
09/ 2 00U 11103

Containment--~Voaikadionmnsn Md Volu|ontaryActions|

I_ . _ H w/o Voluntary Actions

Interim rns. I

Comp. 11111121110

Measures

Debris
Blockage

Evaluations
NEED IEE,

Plant 09/03
Modiricatio

ia i i '. ' ;32
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Reg. Guide 1.82, Rev. 3
Issuance Process

* Brief ACRS on DG-1107
* Issue DG -1107 For Public Comment
* Resolve Public Comments
* Brief CRGR/ACRS
* Resolve Comments
* Issue Final Reg. Guide 1.82, Rev. 3

39
ACRS MWeing
F.brmy 8, 2003

P~ro,,

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

DG -1 107(Regulatory Guide 1.82 Rev.3)
* Primarily, Revised PWR Sections to Enhance

Guidance on Debris Blockage Evaluation
O Consistent with BWRs Guidance in Rev.2, and,
O Insights gained from Research Performed Under GSI -191

- Debris Sources and Generation
- Debris Transport
- Debris Accumulation and Head Loss

* DG -1107 describes Analytical Approaches
Acceptable to the staff

* Licensee can Propose Alternate Approaches
* Current Knowledgebase of Research on BWR

Strainer and PWR Sump Screen Clogging Issue will
be in NUREG/CR

ACRS M 40
F.ba.ry . 2003
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4 5 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Current plans and Schedules

* Issue Draft Regulatory Guide (DG-1 107) for Public
Comment (February, 2003)

* NRR Issue GL (Summer 2003)

* Brief ACRS on Final Reg. Guide (July 2003)

* Issue Final Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 3
(September 2003)

* Industry (NEI) to Issue Guidance for Plant Specific
Evaluation (Fall 2003)

4'
ACRSi ,n
F.b-y 6, ign
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